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CORONAVIRUS EMERGENCY 
AND STOCK MARKET CHAOS

NICK CLARK REPORTS 
FROM LESVOS

Fascists and 
state attack 
refugees
AS THE European Union 
(EU) encourages police 
violence against migrants at 
Greece’s border with Turkey, 
Nazis are targeting refugees 
on the island of Lesvos.

At least two refugee 
centres have caught fire 
overnight in the past week.

It comes at a time when 
right wing thugs have stepped 
up attacks on refugees, aid 
workers and activists.

Fabian Bracher of the 
One Happy Family refugee 
centre—which caught fire 
last Saturday—told Socialist 
Worker, “There are some 
right wing elements on the 
island who have attacked 
volunteers, NGOs, solidarity 

activists and some journalists.
“The police and the fire 

authority are still investigating. 
But there has also been a fire 
at a warehouse at another 
reception centre for refugees, 
and there was a fire at a centre 
on the island of Chios.”

The attacks come after a 
recent spike in arrivals of 
refugees on the island, who 
make the dangerous sea 
crossing from nearby Turkey. 

They also follow a revolt by 
Greek residents of the island 
against the government’s 
plans to expand the hugely 
overcrowded Moria refugee 
camp. There are now more 
than 20,000 refugees 
living in and around
>>continued on page 3

Refugee rescues child as cops attack
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Boris Johnson’s mate got 
£1.4 million of your cash  
A FIRM run by  Bor is 
Johnson’s tennis partner is 
being paid £1.4 million of 
government cash to help 
officials “network” rich 
people.

The money is being paid 
to Quintessentially, a “luxury 
 lifestyle” company. The 
firm was  co‑founded by Ben 
Elliot—an Old Etonian friend 
of the prime minister—and 
charges well‑heeled clients 
thousands of pounds to meet 
powerful people.

Ell iot was appointed 
c o ‑ c h a i r m a n  o f  t h e 
Conservatives last summer 
and raised funds for Johnson’s 
election. In January 2019, he 
was picked as the govern‑
ment’s first “food waste tsar”.

The Department for 
International Trade (DIT) 
has paid Quintessentially 
£1.4  million to enable civil 
servants and the super‑rich to 

“network at the highest levels”.
Quintessentially mar‑

keted itself for two decades 
as a personal assistant to the 
0.1 percent. 

The company advertises 
that it has secured clients a 
private dinner at Buckingham 
Palace hosted by Elliot and 
invitations to events where 
customers might rub  shoulders 
with political  figures. Prince 

Charles is quoted in a 
 promotional video. 

Quintessent ia l ly  has 
faced allegations of financial 
 mismanagement and has been 
accused of a macho working 
culture. 

Late last year it paid 
 millions of pounds to settle a 
lawsuit brought by two of its 
senior female executives. 

The firm’s structure was 

“opaque and complex”, court 
papers said, and it claimed 
that the group’s directors took 
 “substantial”  management fees 
and “aggressive” dividends 
from the operating companies. 

The result of the  payments 
had allegedly been to make 
Quintessentially’s events busi‑
ness “technically insolvent”, 
according to the report. The 
lawsuit also cited a record‑
ing of a board  meeting in 
2019 during which directors 
discussed the possibility of 
reducing a corporation tax. 

Elliot was alleged to have 
said at the prospect of paying 
tax, “We can’t give the  fucking 
thing to the government.” 

In 2017, the company said 
it was building a 220‑metre 
superyacht that would be the 
“world’s largest floating pri‑
vate members club for the 
global elite”—although the 
vessel has yet to materialise. 

lPLANS FOR a Lidl supermarket just 
600 yards from an atomic warhead 

factory are set to be blocked over fears 
shoppers won’t be able to get out if there 
is a nuclear disaster. The supermarket 
wants to build the store close to the 
Atomic Weapons Establishment, in 
Tadley, Hampshire, but the plans have 
been held up while a decision to include 
a bunker on site is considered. 

 Insurance profits go up 
when the poor die young
LIFE INSURANCE and 
pension firm Legal & 
General has, in the last 
year, raked in around 
£155 million worth of 
extra profit from people 
not living as long as 
they were expected to.
The firm are paying out 
less in pensions as a result. 

Nigel Wilson, Legal 
& General’s boss, told 
BBC Radio 4’s Today 
programme that people 
were “not living as long as 
we expected them to, and 
we’ve taken a release as 
a consequence of that”. 

He added, “People 
are going on about the 
coronavirus, but actually 
the bigger problem we 
are having at a societal 
level is that lots of poorer 
people are not living 

as long as we expect.
“Life expectancy in 

some of the poorer areas 
is 58, the life expectancy 
of the richer areas is 85”.

Across all its operations, 
the firm saw its operating 
profit rise 17 percent to 
£2.5 billion in the last year.

Fascist says he is a victim 
and wants to sue the cops
THE JUDICIAL inquiry 
into undercover police 
who had “abusive 
and manipulative” 
relationships with 
women to infiltrate 
left wing groups has 
taken an odd turn. 

Roberto Fiore, a Italian 
fascist, wants the inquiry 
to consider him a “victim” 
of terrorism orchestrated 
by Scotland Yard. The 
Nazi is aggrieved that 
an undercover officer 
allegedly tried to 
persuade two anti-fascist 
activists to firebomb a 
property he owned. 

Carlo Sorrachi, an 
undercover cop, using 
the alias “Carlo Neri”, 
will face questions from 
a barrister representing 
a woman he deceived for 

two years. Hearings are 
set to begin in June. 

Fiore fled to London in 
1980 to avoid questioning 
by Italian police over a  
bombing in Bologna that 
killed 85 people. 

He escaped extradition 
amid claims that he 
was working for M16 to 
spy on British far right 
groups. 

Cop arrested for 
Nazi terror links
THE ARREST of a serving 
Metropolitan Police officer 
relates to the outlawed 
neo-Nazi group National 
Action. 

Counter-terrorism 
officers arrested the 
21-year-old police 
constable in north London. 

The officer, who works 
in frontline policing in 
London, was arrested on 
Thursday of last week has 
been bailed for a hearing 
later this month.

Home Office figures 
showed that 117 white 
people were arrested on 
suspicion of terror offences 
in 2019, compared with 
111 Asian suspects and 
21 black suspects.

She’ll’s oily 
tokenism 
IN TIME for International 
Women’s Day Shell became 
She’ll.

The She’ll logo is being 
featured at a petrol station 
in the US “run by a duo of 
female entrepreneurs, who 
are part of the executive 
leadership team”

As the inevitable press 
release put it. “By adding 
an apostrophe to its name, 
Shell is showing small 
gestures can motivate and 
deliver big messages. The 
She’ll logo transformation 
is part of Shell’s new 
initiative—She Will

“A She Will video 
featuring some of Shell’s 
female employees and the 
company’s dedication to 
creating a gender-balanced 
workplace.”

Peer pressure  
for equality
ALSO FOR International 
Women’s Day an 
aristocratic peer whose 
family title dates back to 
the 15th century called 
for the law to change to 
allow daughters to inherit 
peerages as well as sons.

Charles Chetwynd-Talbot, 
the 22nd Earl Of 
Shrewsbury, pressed 
for change to end the 
“imbalance of the genders” 
in the ancient system.

The elder child of the 
67 year old earl, who has 
previously opposed any 
reform of the House of 
Lords, is his daughter, Lady 
Victoria Chetwynd-Talbot.
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‘Creme de la 
Mer, truffles 
and Chateau 
Petrus, the 
luxury items to 
stockpile should 
the UK be forced 
into a period of 
self‑isolation’ 
Tatler magazine’s advice  
during the coronavirus

‘Traitor!’
A resident of Bewdley heckles 
prime minister Boris Johnson 
when he turned up after the 
flood waters had gone 

‘The key question 
we have to 
answer now is 
what are we for?’ 
Liberal Democrat leadership 
hopeful Layla Moran

‘I knew the woke 
brigade would 
come for the 
Wombles!’
Piers Morgan is upset that the 
latest version of The Wombles 
may have Wombles of colour

‘We have  
been talking  
to the 
supermarkets  
for some time’
At the time he claimed this the 
supermarkets all said neither 
health secretary Matt Hancock  
nor his representatives had 
been in touch

On sale at Lidl?

lARMING ALL police with 
Tasers has come a step 

closer as 8,000 more  officers 
are issued with the stun guns. 
Forty-one of the 43 forces in 
England and Wales will share  
£6.5 million to buy them. It 
means 25,000 out of 123,000 
cops—one in five—will be armed. 

BORIS JOHNSON and Ben Elliot

Fascist Fiore

Legal & General boss Wilson



Children suffer the most 
THE EUROPEAN Union (EU) 
announced on Monday that it 
would rehouse 1,500 children 
currently in Greek refugee camps.

That’s nowhere near enough. 
The United Nations says there are 
some 8,400 children in the Moria 
camp on Lesvos— 
42 percent of the 
camp’s population.

And according to 
the charity Doctors 
Without Borders, at 
least 142 of them are ill 
with what it described 
as chronic, complex 
and life-threatening 
diseases.

“We see many 
children suffering 

from medical conditions such 
as diabetes, asthma and heart 
disease, who are forced to live 
in tents, in abysmal, unhygienic 
conditions, with no access to 
the specialised medical care and 
medication they need,” said the 

charity’s Dr Hilde Vochten.
European Commission 

president Ursula von 
der Leyen said their 
announcement on Monday 
would ensure refugee 
children “enjoy a safe 
future”.

That’s an insulting lie. 
The EU can offer every 
refugee a safe future—by 
opening its borders and 
letting them in.

Regime 
border 
collusion
THE RECENT spike in 
attempts to enter Greece 
comes after the breakdown 
of a deal between the 
European Union (EU) 
and Turkey meant to stop 
refugees coming to Europe.

The deal, signed in 2016, 
meant that Turkish border 
guards would stop refugees 
passing into Europe.

But the Turkish president 
Recep Tayyip Erdogan 
declared he was “opening 
the doors” for refugees. He 
hopes to use the refugees to 
pressure the EU into backing 
him in his involvement in the 
Syrian war.

EU governments 
responded by accusing him 
of using refugees as pawns. 

But they also use 
migration as a political 
weapon—scapegoating 
migrants from outside the EU 
and saying they are a threat.

Safety
As refugees moved to the 
border seeking safety, EU 
foreign policy chief Josep 
Borrell told them on Monday, 
the border was “a closed 
door”.

“The border is not open,” 
he warned. “Avoid the 
situation where you could 
be in danger.” That danger 
comes from the Greek and 
EU border police.

Tens of thousands of 
refugees have tried to cross 
into Greece, mostly by land, 
over the past two weeks. 

But they have been 
assaulted by riot police who 
have used tear gas, rubber 
bullets and water cannons.

And the EU has promised 
to send hundreds more 
border police to Greece, 
and to back the Greek 
government in extending 
its razor-wire barrier by 40 
kilometres.

 Fascists and racist state  
 attack refugees in Lesvos
>>>continued from page 1
the camp, which was originally built 
to house fewer than 3,000. 

The situation—described as a 
humanitarian crisis by Amnesty 
International—is the result of deadly 
EU border policy designed to keep 
refugees out.

Rather than allow refugees to 
travel into Europe, Greek govern-
ments have trapped them on the 
islands—causing misery for them and 
Greek residents.

“The conditions in the Moria camp 
are inhumane,” said Fabian. 

“Some people are living in small, 
summer tents. Others are packed into 
containers with 15 other people, so 
there’s no privacy.”

The size of the camps have also 
come to dominate the island. 

When Greece’s right wing govern-
ment announced plans to expand 
the camps on islands such as Lesvos, 
Greek residents protested.

They fought Greek riot police sent 
to oversee the camps’ construction, 
forcing the government to drop its 
plans.

Fabian said, “The left and the right 
were protesting. The left because 
they don’t want people trapped in 
camps, the right because they don’t 
want refugees at all.” 

Control
Activists have also previously told 
Socialist Worker that the right didn’t 
manage to control the protests.

But Fabian said they left a “bitter 
and aggressive atmosphere”.

He pointed out that there are still 
“big parts of this society showing soli-
darity to refugees and opposing the 
fascists on this island”.

He also explained that this is not 
the first time fascists have tried to 
organise against refugees there—
pointing to a rampage by 250 fascists 
in 2018. But, he said, “The situation 
on the island has escalated a lot in the 
past few weeks.” Fabian said fascists 

from other European countries had 
come to Lesbos specifically to target 
refugees.

“There was right wing propaganda 
telling people that if they went to the 
port they could go to the mainland,” 
said Fabian. 

“When refugees went down, some 
were beaten up by fascists waiting for 
them on the way.

“Then those who got to Athens 
could be sent back, because they’re 
not cooperating with the asylum pro-
cess by staying on the island.”

The growing confidence among 
fascists on Lesvos is the direct 
result of racist border policies and 
scapegoating of migrants. It’s one 

reason to demand refugees are 
allowed to live in safety wherever 
they want to go—not be trapped 
in camps—and to stand against  
anti-migrant racism in every country.

“It’s a bad thing that happened 
here,” said Fabian. “We’ve had lots 
of messages of support. 

“But what we really need is a polit-
ical solution.” 
Join the Stand Up To Racism Solidarity 
with refugees day of action—across 
Britain, Sat 14 Mar, bit.ly/SUTREvents

What’s your story?
Email with your ideas 
reports@socialistworker.co.uk

IN THIS WEEK

 1930
Mohandas Gandhi 
starts salt march
THE non-violent activist 
began a 200-mile march 
protesting at the British 
salt tax, a law from 1882 
that prohibited Indians 
from collecting or selling 
salt.  

It lasted until 6 April 
and resulted in the arrest 
of 60,000 people.

Let the children in 

THE CENTRE was one of several refugee services that caught fire in the night Pictures: Guy smallman 

Stand Up To Racism protests 
on United Nations  
anti-racism day
Saturday 21 March  
 
London—12 noon, Portland Place, W1A 1AA 
Glasgow—11am, George Square, G2 1AL

standuptoracism.org.uk

Fabian Bracher
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Bare shelves

CORONAVIRUS ROUND-UP  
Prisoners die in Italy riots 
over visitation measures
SIX PRISONERS died 
in a fire during a 
protest at a prison in 
Modena in northern 
Italy on Sunday.

They rioted after 
being told visitors 
were banned due 
to the coronavirus 
lockdown. 

The families of 
some prisoners also 
protested outside the 
building.

There were also 
protests in 26 other 
prisons.

They included 
Salerno, Naples and 
Frosinone, Vercelli, 
Alessandria, Palermo, 
Bari and Foggia. 

Some of these 
were over restrictions 
on visits, others 
over concerns about 
the lack of health 
measures in prisons.

In Foggia, some 
inmates managed to 
escape from prison 
but they were blocked 
from leaving the site, 

which was surrounded 
by armed police.

Dozens of police 
were shown on 
television deployed 
outside the San 
Vittore prison 
in Milan, where 
prisoners were leaning 
out of the windows 
and chanting, and 
some climbed onto 
the roof.

Rights group 

Antigone said, “We 
had already warned 
tensions were growing 
in prisons, and that 
we feared it could end 
in tragedy.

“All necessary 
measures must be 
taken to ensure 
prisoners their full 
rights, stopping this 
escalation of tension 
and preventing others 
from dying.”

Rioters in San Vitorre prison, Milan

Media whip up fear and 
judge the poor for panic    
THE MEDIA are 
simultaneously 
ramping up panic over 
alleged shortages 
of basic goods—
and then smugly 
denouncing people 
for taking such claims 
seriously.

The Sun newspaper 
on Monday had 
two pages about 
Tesco implementing 
rationing and then 
sternly rebuked its 
readers for “racing 
after piles for loo 

roll”. It urged them 
to follow the example 
of the queen who has 
apparently “proved 

her immense worth” 
by continuing to exist 
calmly during the 
crisis.

Nearly all the 
signs of “panic” 
are media-driven 
hype. Most people 
continue to behave in 
wholly sensible ways 
despite a deluge of 
misinformation.

But there is a very 
unpleasant whiff of 
contempt towards the 
“lower orders” from 
much of the press.

French bus drivers strike
BUS DRIVERS in the 
Paris region working 
for Transdev and 
Keolis struck last 
week over the lack of 
proper action over the 
spread of coronavirus.

Around 70 percent 
of the 350 drivers on 
the Keolis network 
walked out.

Management were 
forced to concede 
protection kits, 
disinfection of buses 
after each service, a 
check on protective 
glass screens to 
ensure they were 

undamaged and 
closing the front 
seats in the bus to 
passengers.

Bosses also agreed 
not to deduct pay for 
the walkout.

There was also a 
strike by workers in 
the RATP Paris public 
transport network at 
the Gare de Lyon.

GPSR network 
protection and 
security group 
workers struck 
over a shortage of 
alcohol hand gel 
and the lack of soap. 

Managers threatened 
disciplinary action but 
then supplied the gel 
and soap.

However, some 
RATP workers are 
demanding much 
more, including 
having as many 
people as possible 
work from home.

CGT union reps 
have complained that 
bosses are far more 
concerned about 
protecting the fare 
income than they 
are about protecting 
workers.

Tories fail to 
take action 
we need on 
coronavirus
As the number of coronavirus cases 
rises in Britain, Yuri Prasad looks at 
what needs to be done to contain it

BORIS JOHNSON held a special 
meeting of ministers and advis-
ers to discuss the coronavirus 
epidemic on Monday—and they 
decided to do virtually nothing.

As the number of Covid-19 cases in 
Britain reached 320 at the  beginning 
of the week, the  government seemed 
to be hoping that the  country might 
just escape the experience of others 
such as Italy.  

But further announcements were 
expected later this week.

Newspapers report that  measures 
under consideration include the clo-
sure of schools, encouraging people 
to work from home or the  preventing 
large public gatherings.

While there may be a public 
health case for these actions, the 
government must not be allowed to 
halt protests or demonstrations in 
the name of stopping the spread of 
the virus.

And, if such measures as school, 
business and university closures are 
needed, working class people must 
not pay the price.

Measures 
If the government is serious about 
people safeguarding their health 
and avoiding unnecessary contact 
then, for example, benefit claimants 
should not be called for interviews. 
They should not be expected to sign 
on, or be sanctioned for not being 
able to attend appointments. 

There must be full sick pay for all, 
including zero hours and temporary 
contract workers. 

But instead retail giant Wilko has 
chosen this week to say it will slash 
sick pay for thousands of workers.

Bosses want there to be no 
 company sick pay after the first 
occasion of sickness. Anyone who 
has been with the company for less 
than a year is not entitled to any sick 
pay from the firm.

Even long-standing staff will 
only be eligible for sick pay on one 
 occasion per year. 

The government must assure 
all workers that additional costs 
of childcare and any social care 
they might incur will be met. But 

the Tories show no sign of such a 
 comprehensive approach.  

Instead charities are already 
having to mobilise to provide extra 
meals for children who could go 
hungry if schools close. 

MPs have estimated 3 million 
children are at risk of being hungry 
when schools close. 

This is made up of more than a 
million children who qualify for free 
school meals, and about 2  million 
who are disqualified from free 
school meals because their parents 
work but remain in poverty.

The Tories must also act now to 
ensure the NHS has more resources. 

The chair  o f  the  Br i t i sh 
Association of Critical Care Nurses, 
Nicki Credland, said, “If you already 
have a system running at 100 per-
cent capacity, the idea you can get 
a significant amount of additional 
beds is just not realistic.

“There simply aren’t enough beds 
for them. We will need to make dif-
ficult decisions about which patients 
are going to be admitted to  intensive 
care.”

Serious action means, for exam-
ple, commandeering all private hos-
pital beds and staff for NHS purposes. 
And the government should reopen 
all hospital wards closed due to cuts.

 
On other pages...
The virus exposes system’s failures 
>>Page 10&11

BACK STORY
Covid-19 is a strain of the 
coronavirus that is spreading fast
lPrevious strains of coronavirus 
included SARS and MERS 
l Covid-19 broke out in Wuhan, 
China, at the end of last year and 
has spread to dozens of countries 
lItaly is the worst affected 
country outside of China with 
over 7,000 cases as of this week
lPeople in Britain have been 
advised to self-isolate if they 
show symptoms

Cuts leaving NHS staff unprepared 
HEALTH SECRETARY Matt 
Hancock toured TV studios over 
the weekend reassuring viewers 
that the health service will be 
able to meet the demands of a 
rising number of Covid-19 cases.

But health workers across 
Britain strongly disagree. 

Jackie, a GP in east London, 
said that if the coronavirus 
does really hit “we are woefully 
underprepared with the NHS 
creaking as it is”. 

She explained, “There is 
a workforce shortage—with 
around 40,000 nursing places 
and 10,000 doctors places 
unfilled.” 

Another health worker at the 
Public Health England agency 
told Socialist Worker, “It doesn’t 

help when we’ve lost experienced 
staff because of years of pay 
freezes.” 

“And with the cuts we don’t 
have enough time to actually 
work on emergency work even 
when we’re outside of a national 
incident.”

The danger of even a single 
undiagnosed patient in a major 
hospital has revealed how 
understaffed wards, too few beds 
and a shortage of doctors can 
suddenly cause a crisis.

Socialist Worker has been 
passed the details of just such a 
case last week.

A very sick elderly patient 
arrived in an A&E ward with 
respiratory problems and was 
admitted to hospital after being 

swabbed for the virus. In the 
meantime he was transferred to 
a high dependency bed without 
being quarantined.

Doctors suspected his illness 
was a flare-up of a pre-existing 
lung condition, rather than 
coronavirus.

Specialist 
With so few specialist beds 
available, the pressure to keep 
him on a normal ward would 
have been considerable.

When his test result later 
returned positive for the 
coronavirus there was panic.

All the nurses and nursing 
assistants who treated him 
were immediately sent home to 
self-quarantine. 

Nearly a quarter of the staff on 
his ward had to leave.  

Hospital management then 
tried to get agency nurses to fill 
their places, but many refused. 

They said that, as they 
will not receive sick pay for 
self-quarantining, agency staff 
could not be expected to work 
in a ward that had not yet been 
deep cleaned. 

All the nurses and doctors who 
first saw the patient in A&E were 
quarantined too.

With dozens of staff suddenly 
sent home for at least two weeks, 
even a fully-resourced hospital 
might struggle. 

But in a hospital where staffing 
has been cut to the bone this is a 
disaster.

FIGURE IT OUT
 111  thousand cases of 

coronavirus world wide 
at the beginning of the 
week

 4  thousand people had 
died of the virus at the 
beginning of the week, 
with four deaths in 
Britain confirmed on 
Monday

 67  people were diagnosed 
with coronavirus 
between last Sunday 
and Monday in Britain

THE GOVERNMENT should be taking action now to keep people safe  

Health secretary Matt Hancock

WHAT WE THINKWHAT WE THINKWHAT WE THINK

WORKERS MUST NOT PAY 
FOR THE CORONA CRASH

 B
OSSES MUST not 
be allowed to make 
ordinary people pay 
for coronavirus or the 
chaos in the financial 

markets.
Trillions of pounds were wiped 

from the values of global stocks 
and shares on Monday in the 
biggest rout since the global crash 
of 2008.

In Britain the FTSE 100 group 
of top companies saw their fifth 
worst day in history, with their 
shares plummeting by £125 billion. 

And within two minutes of 
Wall Street opening in New York, 
buying and selling shares was 
frozen to stop prices plunging any 
further.

The next day share prices 
rose, taking back more than 
half the losses. That’s because 
corporations expect governments 
to come to their aid. 

When stock markets crashed 
in 2008,  banks and big business 
grabbed billion-pound bailouts to 
keep them afloat.  

Then politicians forced through 
more than a decade of austerity—
which continues to hammer living 
standards. 

Some of those who suffered 
most are already being made to 

pay the price of coronavirus.  
Anyone with flu or cold-like 

symptoms will be advised to  
self-isolate for two weeks. 

But workers in insecure,  
low-paid jobs—particularly with 
no sick pay—will not be able to 
take the hit.  And how is self-
isolating possible for people 
who live in overcrowded, rented 
accommodation? 

The government should be 
guaranteeing full pay for all those 
who have to stay away from work. 

Workers should not be 
made to pay for a coronavirus 
quarantine and workplace 
shutdowns.  

Bosses fear coronavirus’ 
effects on a global economy with 

underlying health conditions.
Their worries over the costs 

of coronavirus shutdowns and a 
Saudi Arabian price war over oil 
were behind stock market chaos. 

This saw investors sell 
shares and buy up new ones in 
companies and commodities that 
are seen as a safer bet. 

Gold—and government bonds 
that are guaranteed by public 
money—are seen as less of a risk.  

But the jitters are the symptom 
of  a much deeper problem across 
capitalism. 

The global economy didn’t 
recover fully from the crash of 
2008. Governments and central 
banks responded by effectively 
printing money, which gave the 
illusion of a return to health. 

But in any crisis the question 
is always, who pays? It’s in the 
bosses’ interests to make us 
pay—and it is in our interests to 
resist any of their attempts to 
do it. 

That means fighting individual 
attacks, for measures that protect 
working class people and for 
public services. 

We need a worker-controlled, 
democratically planned economy 
geared towards meeting human 
need, not the profits of the few. 

RESIST COUNCIL CUTS
 AHEAD OF the Tory budget 

announcement, campaigners 
have warned that new rules 

for councils in England threaten 
early years and special needs 
education.

They mean councils aren’t able 
to borrow any extra money for 
education from other parts of 
their budget.  Public services in 
general have been devestated by a 
decade of Tory austerity. 

In some of the most deprived 
areas of Britain, council spending 
has dropped by up to £432 per 

person, per year. In 2019, one in 
three councils said that within 
five years they will struggle to 
provide statutory services in child 
protection and adult social care. 

The Tories have slashed central 
government funding—and to 
scrape it back local authorities are 
raising council tax.

But council tax arrears are 
the most common form of debt 
in Britain. Raising it even further 
pushes ordinary people into 
cycles of debt and poverty. 

Even the Institute for Fiscal 

Studies admitted that council tax 
increases wouldn’t be enough to 
“keep pace with rising demands,” 
particularly the need to provide 
more adult social care. 

It’s possible to fight back and 
win—as the Birmingham home 
care workers who battled cuts to 
their service showed. 

But that means fighting councils 
that pass on Tory attacks. 

Labour councils should be 
refusing to implement the cuts, 
not devising extra measures that 
hit working class people. 

The jitters are 
the symptom of  
a much deeper 
problem across 
capitalism

‘‘

Sign up to our morning newsletter Breakfast in Red 
and get the latest news every day. 

For updates and analysis on the stories that matter go 
to socialistworker.co.uk/breakfastinred
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Greta Thunberg —blasted EU

ANALYSIS 
ALEX CALLINICOS
ANALYSIS 
ALEX CALLINICOS

Bosses’ virus fears 
are only for profits
“NEW DATA paint grim picture of coronavirus fallout,” 
read a headline in the Financial Times newspaper last 
week. My heart sank when I saw it. But when I anxiously 
scanned the article, it wasn’t about the spread of the 
coronavirus or the deaths it is causing.

The main takeaway was, “Purchasing managers’ indices 
for Hong Kong and China fell to all-time lows in February, 
consistent with a deep recession, while the figures pointed to 
a sharper slowdown in Australia, Japan and elsewhere.”

While most of us are worrying about the progress of the 
pandemic and how to protect our loved ones, the ruling 
classes around the world are more troubled by its economic 
impact.

Donald Trump is particularly transparent about this. He 
has been playing down Covid-19 because he’s relying on a 
relatively robust economy to get him re-elected president of 
the US in November.

The Federal Reserve Board, the US central bank, made an 
emergency half a percent cut in interest rates last week.

The last time it did this was at the height of the financial 
crash in 2008. World stock markets have also dropped 
sharply.

These economic fears are justified, for two reasons. First, 
the coronavirus began in China, the biggest manufacturing 
and exporting economy in the world. The Chinese 
government’s drastic response—locking down large sections 
of the population to stop the spread of virus and cutting off 
the flow of crucial goods into the transnational production 
networks that drive the world economy.

Hence the “grim data” that depressed the Financial Times. 
China’s exports contracted by 17.2 percent in January and 
February. According to the Chinese government, less than a 
third of small and medium-sized businesses, which employ 
almost 80 percent of China’s labour force, are operating 
normally.

The Chinese slowdown, plus whatever similar effects 
the spread of coronavirus has in the rest of the world, will 
probably be enough to cause some kind of global recession. 
Manufacturing industry in Italy, after China and South 
Korea, is already experiencing a contraction.

Growth 
But, secondly, the world economy was already in a poor 
state before the coronavirus. The US and Europe have 
been suffering from what even mainstream economists 
call “secular stagnation”—chronic slow growth—since the 
Great Recession of 2008-9. The so-called “emerging market 
economies” of the Global South, including China and India, 
were slowing down.

Central banks have tried to keep the world economy going 
by continuing with the “unorthodox” monetary policies—
quantitative easing and keeping interest rates ultra-low or 
even negative. This has fuelled a stock market bubble that 
has made the ultra-rich even more obscenely wealthy than 
they already were.

Some mainstream economists have been puzzled by the 
collapse in share prices a fortnight ago, which they argued 
wasn’t justified by the underlying economic circumstances. 
The reason seems obvious. Coronavirus effectively pricked a 
stock market bubble inflated by cheap central bank money. 

Global stock markets dropped again sharply on Monday 
in reaction to a 30 percent fall in the oil price—the biggest 
since the 1991 Gulf War. Saudi Arabia’s crown prince 
Mohammed bin Salman has taken it into his head that the 
coronavirus crisis is a good moment to launch an oil price 
war against Russia.

Now, as after the crash, there is a so-called “flight to 
quality”. In other words, investors are buying up ultra-safe 
assets such as Treasuries—US government bonds—and 
gold. The gold price reached a seven-year high at the end of 
February.

Well before coronavirus central banks were warning that 
their easy-money policies since the crash mean that they 
have very little spare ammunition left to combat another big 
recession. 

As Lee Humber argues in the latest issue of Socialist 
Review, Covid-19 is probably a result of the industrialised 
farming methods. It isn’t an “external” shock to the system. 
But it is making an ailing capitalism even more ill.

RENEWABLE ENERGY needs to be rolled out to decrease carbon emissions 

Thunberg says new laws 
won’t tackle climate crisis
by SARAH BATES 

GRETA THUNBERG has 
blasted the latest plan by 
the European Union (EU) 
commission to tackle car-
bon emissions as “empty 
words”.

“When your house is on 
fire, you don’t wait a few 
more years to start putting 
out it. And yet this is what the 
Commission is  proposing,” 
she said. 

The “European Green 
Deal” gives the commission 
more powers to set tougher 
carbon reduction goals, 
and make it a requirement 
for countries to be carbon 
 neutral by 2050.

“The c l imate law is 
 surrender. Nature doesn’t 
bargain, and you cannot 
make deals with physics,” 
Thunberg said. 

The proposals include a 
cut of greenhouse gas emis-
sions to 50 percent of 1990 
levels by 2030. 

The current target is 
40 percent, but neither figure 
goes far enough. 

“Your distant targets will 
mean nothing if high emis-
sions continue like today, 
even if just for a few more 
years, because that will use 
our remaining carbon budget 
before we even have the 
chance to deliver on your 
2030 or 2050 goals,” she said. 

Greta argued the deal 

amounted to “giving up” on 
the Paris Agreement that 
saw 197 countries agree 
to “endeavour to limit” 
global temperatures below 
1.5 degrees. 

H e r  w a r n i n g  w a s 
 underlined by a report 
released this week that 
 highlighted the type of urgent 
and drastic action needed.

Climate think tank Ember 
found that carbon emissions 
from the global electricity 
system fell by 2 percent last 
year, and power from coal 
plants fell by 3 percent. 

Emissions
But the report said that 
renewable wind and solar 
power only made up 8  percent 
of the world’s electricity. 

Dave Jones, lead author 
of the report, said a quicker 
 rollout of renewable energy 
was needed.  

“The cheapest and  quickest 
way to end coal generation 
is through a rapid rollout of 
wind and solar,” he said. 

The report also warned 
that to meet the agreements 
made in Paris, there would 
need to be a 15 percent 
growth rate for wind and 
solar generation every year.

Mobilisation 
Thunberg led an 8,000-strong 
demonstration through the 
streets of Brussels during her 
weekly protest last Friday. 

She’s planning to join a 
strike in Grenoble this Friday 
and a climate mobilisation in 
Paris this Saturday.

And in Britain, activists 
are organising for the next 
student climate strike this 
Friday. Many students are 
 planning on linking up with 
UCU union strikers who are 
fighting over pay, equality 
and pensions (see page 20).

In London, UCU London 
region has called a march for 
student strikers and  university 
workers to parliament. 

“Our  educat ion and 
 climate is in crisis. They have 
both been marketised, and 
treated as commodities to be 
bought and sold,” it said. 

“There will be a time when 
we look back at this moment 
and ask ourselves what we 
did right now.

“ H o w  w i l l  b e  b e 
 remembered? What legacy 
will you leave this planet?”

Strike for the climate
Our Future Not For Sale
For Education and the Earth

Friday 13 March, 12 noon 
Malet Street, WC1E
Called by UCU London region 

For more strikes in your area 
go to ukscn.org/events

Greta Thunberg—Blasted plans

A striker in Indonesia
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Tory budget will double down 
on horror for ordinary people
New chancellor Rishi Sunak may promise the end of austerity, but the cabinet isn’t interested 
in reversing a decade of cuts, benefit freezes and privatisation, argues Sophie Squire

RISHI SUNAK’S budget could cut bosses’ taxes 

Benefits rules 
case to go ahead
A WOMAN has been given 
the go-ahead to take the 
Department for Work and 
Pensions (DWP) to court over 
Universal Credit (UC) rules.

Nichola Salvato was forced 
into debt while claiming UC 
because she had to pay for 
childcare costs up front. The 
rules pushed her to borrow from 
pay day lenders, and eventually 
to cut her working hours.

Nichola argues that these 
rules disproportionately 
affect single parents, most of 
whom are women, and so are 
discriminatory.

She has now won permission 
to bring a judicial review case 
over the rules at the High Court.

“All I wanted to do was to 
work and provide for my child,” 
she said.

“But the requirement to pay 
childcare costs upfront, then 
claim them back from the DWP, 

made a nonsense of the whole 
notion that Universal Credit 
would make work pay.”

The news comes in the same 
week that one UC claimant said 
he can’t always afford food. 

Mark Chambers can’t work 
due to a life-threatening illness. 
“I often go to the reduced aisles 
in the supermarkets,” he said. “I 
sometimes find myself with only 
£10 for food.”

Mark often has to use food 
banks, and some days he 
doesn’t eat. “You aren’t really 
living—you’re just surviving,” 
he said. “The system needs to 
change.” 

UC is a mechanism for 
punishing ordinary people and 
driving the most vulnerable 
into desperation. It should be 
scrapped immediately.
Sadie Robinson

Tory benefits freeze 
making poor suffer
INCOME INEQUALITY in 
Britain has increased partly 
because a freeze in benefits 
hit the poorest households. 

This Tory attack means 
some household incomes fell 
for two consecutive years, say 
official government figures.  

The median disposable 
income for the poorest fifth 
of people fell by 4.3 percent 
per year over the two years to 
April 2019, according to  
the Office for National 
Statistics. 

Disposable income is what 
remains after the deduction of 
taxes and national insurance. 

Income fell because of 
the freeze on some benefits, 
such as income support 
and child benefit, which are 
stuck at their 2016 levels.  

Adam Corlett, senior 
economist at the Resolution 
Foundation think tank, 
said income inequality was 
“driven by policy choices, 

with gains from higher 
employment more than 
wiped out by benefit cuts”.

“The result is that 
poorer households are no 
better off than they were 
in the mid-2000s.”

Nichola Salvato

On other pages...
Covid-19 is a virus that exposes the 
system’s failures >>Pages 10&11Campaigning to save Sure Start centres

THE TORY budget set to be 
announced on Wednesday was 
supposed to signal—again—the 
end of austerity.  

Chancellor Rishi Sunak was 
expected to abandon a decade  
of Tory talk about reducing the 
deficit and promise extra public 
spending.

Instead of a previous target of net 
borrowing falling to 1.3 percent of 
national income by 2023-24, it was 
predicted to be on course to rise 
close to 3 percent.

Such a shift underlines that the 
way that governments respond to 
capitalist crisis and stagnation are 
partly political choices—and the 
Tories have always favoured the 
rich.

Now, in an effort to show they 
are listening to voters who switched 
to the Tories in last December’s 
election, Sunak will promise more 
money for infrastructure projects. 

He will pump out big numbers, 
but the reality will be much less sig-
nificant. There was even talk of a 
very limited interference with the 
privileges of the rich.

The entrepreneurs’ relief scheme 
was in the spotlight. It is a scam 
that hands 5,000 rich company 
owners £350,000 each and costs 
the Treasury £3 billion. 

Obvious
Sunak hinted he might withdraw it. 
But even this obvious message upset 
the bosses. 

Some 150 prominent busi-
ness leaders wrote to the chancel-
lor warning him not to touch it, 
threatening that start-ups will go to 
Singapore instead. 

The Sunday Times objects, 
 warning the chancellor that busi-
ness “still has to be convinced that 
this government is on its side”.

Last Sunday Labour shadow 
chancellor John McDonnell said 
that the likely increase in spending 
will be “nowhere near the scale we 
need” to help the NHS, action on 
climate change and to deal with the 
crisis in public services”.

The budget is likely to include 
the raising of envi-
ronmental taxes 
to achieve the 
Tory  p romi se 
to achieve net-
zero emissions by 

2050. But this 

pledge already falls  woefully short 
considering the scale of the climate 
crisis. 

The budget is very unlikely to 
offer any radical solutions for this. 
And none of Sunak’s measures will 
tackle the bitter legacy of austerity. 

In its budget submission, the 
TUC union federation pointed out 
the devastation it has inflicted. 
It said, for example, “From 2010-
11 to 2017-18, the government 
reduced spending on the Sure Start 
programme for children from over 
£1.5 billion a year to £600 million–a 
fall of £900 million.”

It called for 500 Sure Start  centres 
to be reopened and for “pay restora-
tion across the public sector”.

A study by the Institute for Public 
Policy Research last year said that 
austerity was linked to the deaths 
of 130,000 people.

It has been rumoured that the 
proposal of a mansion tax—a tax 
on expensive properties could be 
dropped.  

Sunak and his wife, the daughter 
of a billionaire, owns at least four 
properties. They share a property 
portfolio spanning Britain and the 
US that is collectively worth about 
£10 million.

Poverty has grown and millions of
people go without proper meals
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 French ban  
 on protests  
 fails to stop  
 resistance 
Yellow Vest actions on Saturday 
could join other battles against 
Macron, says Charlie Kimber

PARIS IS set be a capital of  
protest  and res istance on 
Saturday. 

But the French government was 
poised to ban demonstrations if it 
considered them not “useful to the 
nation”.

The Yellow Vests, who have 
been holding weekly protests since 
November 2018, are making a big 
push to take to the streets against 
police violence.

They are highlighting the appall-
ing scale of repression inflicted by 
the state. This includes 35 people 
blinded in an eye by being hit by 
“flashball” projectiles and at least 
five protesters have had a hand torn 
off by explosive grenades.

The Yellow Vest march will merge 
with demonstrations by work-
ers and others protesting against 
a series of attacks from president 
Emmanuel Macron. 

Macron recently bypassed parlia-
ment and rammed through a wors-
ening of pensions without a vote. 

Demands
A group of  rank and f i le  
workers who were central to the rail 
and Paris public transport strikes 
have said they will join Saturday’s 
march. They announced, “The 
historic Yellow Vests movement 
has courageously opposed the 
government for 15 months already, 
a government whose malicious 
leaders obey and execute the 
wishes of the employers and the 
bourgeoisie. 

“The Yellow Vests were present 
during our battles, demonstrations 
and actions. It seems obvious that 
we need to bring together our anger 
and establish common demands.

“Let’s bring the spirit of the 
Yellow Vests into our strike.”

Climate activist Greta Thunberg 
will be in Grenoble on Friday for a 
student strike and then in Paris on 
Saturday to lead a demonstration 
over environmental chaos. 

This could join the Yellow Vests.
Last Sunday on International 

Women’s Day around 60,000 
people marched in Paris and 8,000 

in Toulouse against violence against 
women, and against Macron and his 
government.

Nadia, a public transport striker, 
told Socialist Worker, “Every march 
at the moment becomes a place of 
unity. 

“We marched against patriarchy 
last weekend but also against the 
whole way society is going.

“And next Saturday we are going 
on the streets again.”

It is highly likely that the state 
will deal harshly with Saturday’s 
protests. 

Citing the spread of coronavirus, 
the government has banned public 
gatherings of more than 1,000 
people. However, the government 
said “the state representatives in the 
regions and the local authorities will 
put together a list of events useful 
to the life of the nation” which will 
not be banned.

It was unclear as Socialist Worker 
went to press what this will cover.

Already a council workers’ 
demonstration in Beauvais in 
northern France was threatened 
with criminal prosecution. 

Rightly the CGT union went 
ahead anyway, arguing that as the 
workers were allowed to go to work 
together they had the right to stand 
in the city square.

It’s more important than ever that 
the different fights against Macron 
come together.

BACK STORY
The French state has already 
tried to ban and repress protests 
lLast year the authorities 
announced a ban on further 
demonstrations in parts of 
Paris, Bordeaux and Toulouse if 
“radicals” were present 
l There was an attempt to ban 
yellow vests from protesting on 
the Champs-Elysees last March
l The French authorities 
have also tried to repress the 
protests with police brutality and 
imposing harsh sentences on 
those arrested 

 Lebanon debt default sparks IMF fear
LEBANON DEFAULTED on a 
foreign debt payment for the 
first time in its history this week.

The government failed to 
pay a £900 billion debt due 
on Monday, in the context of a 
national financial crisis. 

Prime minister Hassan Diab 
said, “The debt has become 
bigger than Lebanon can bear, 
and bigger than the ability of 
the Lebanese to meet interest 
payments.”

As Diab seeks to restructure 
the Lebanon’s debt, more than 
40 percent of the population live 
on the brink of poverty.

The value of the Lebanese 
pound has been sinking for 
months, partly because of how 
it’s valued against the dollar.  

The financial crisis has 
destroyed public services, and 
Lebenese residents regularly 
suffer electricity and water 
supply cuts.

Now the government in 
Lebanon is refusing to pay back 
the money, the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) may start 
circling with a “rescue package”.

But IMF cash is likely to come 
with strings that lock the country 
into agreements to privatise 
services and pay hugely inflated 
interest rates. 

A mass movement in October 
2019 forced prime minister Saad 
Harari to resign, as price and tax 
rises sparked huge protests.

Such protests will be needed 
again.

 Misery after Brazil landslides 
AT LEAST 32 people 
have died after 
landslides and heavy 
rain in the south east 
of Brazil last week. 
Dozens are missing.

Authorities in the 
region declared a 
“public calamity” 
situation, as homes 
were left buried under 
mud and rubble. 

And flooding in 
Rio de Janeiro has 
displaced more 
than 5,000 people. 

Mayor of Rio Marcelo 
Crivella blamed 
residents “throwing 
trash onto hillsides, 
in storm drains and in 
the street.” 

Landslides also 
hit Brazil in January, 
killing at least 54 and 
leaving some 30,000 
without homes. 

February saw the 
heaviest rain in Sao 
Paulo since records 
began. 

Brazilian president 

Jair Bolsonaro 
responded by saying 
that authorities were 
doing everything they 
could but “could not 
help everyone”. 

Bolsanaro’s climate 
denial, rampant 
destruction of 
rainforest and more 
extreme weather 
conditions will mean 
more suffering 
for those who are  
already some of the 
poorest in society. 

SOME 60,000 people marched in Paris as part of International Women’s Day  Picture: O Phil Des cOntrastes/Flickr

FIGURE IT OUT
 18  percent of the 

Brazilian rainforest 
has been cut down in 
the last 40 years

 16   percent more 
rainforest was 
destroyed in 2019, 
when Jair Bolsonaro 
became president, 
than in 2018 

 20  percent of the world’s 
oxygen is produced in 
the Amazon rainforest, 
mostly situated in 
Brazil 

Protesters in Lebanon last year 
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Greed’s better 
than review 
I DIDN’T recognise the 
film Greed from the 
second half of Richard 
Donnelly’s review 
(Socialist Worker, 26 
February). 

He seemed to be 
seeking some sort of 
socialist formula where 
the ordinary folk come 
out on top.

Humour can’t always 
be packaged in that box. 

Greed is both funny 
and powerful in sending 
up the vulgarity of the 
super rich.

Lesley McGorrigan 
Shipley 

Hope for new 
generation  
THIS NEW generation of 
children are losing sleep 
over climate change.

They no doubt see 
their elders sunk in 
apathetic indifference to 
saving the planet—which 
should be the universal 
interest of all. 

It excites me to think 
that they could turn 
socialism into the new 
hope.

Tony Pill
Blackpool

We need more 
UCU solidarity
THERE WAS a good 
atmosphere on the UCU 
union picket line at 
Huddersfield university 
last week.

It would be good to 
see support from the 
general public, from 
students and from other 
trade unions. 

June Jones 
On Facebook

Greta must be 
defended 
I AM disgusted at the 
attacks and smears 
thrown at Greta 
Thunberg saying she 
isn’t a leader.

She represents my 
grandchildren and great 
grandchildren. 

We must get behind 
the climate strike 
movement.

 Michael Bentley
On Facebook

Biden a weak 
candidate 
THERE IS no chance 
that Joe Biden will ever 
be able to win against  
Donald Trump. 

This is a man who has 
lied his way through his  
political career. 

@jesslyjones
On Twitter 

Just a 
thought...

Councils must stand firm against cuts
IN RESPONSE to Mike 
Hakata’s letter, (26 
February) about council 
cuts, Labour-led councils 
did and still do have 
options to fight back.

If they simultaneously 
defied this vicious 
government using the 
combined £4.5 billion they 
hold in reserves, there 
would be very little the 
Tories could do about it.

And we should not 
accept the defeatist refrain 
that if Labour councils 
refuse to make the cuts 
then the Department for 
Communities and Local 
Government will send in 

their commissioners to do it 
for them.

 If Labour councils stood 
firm, there wouldn’t be 
enough commissioners to 
carry out the cuts.

 We all know there were 

principled councillors in the 
past who courageously 
resisted such attacks.

 This year marks the 99th 
anniversary of the struggle 
of councillors in Poplar, 
east London, against 
government cuts. 

This was at a time when 
councillors paid dearly for 
taking such action.

That culminated in their 
going to prison with the 
slogan “better to break the 
law than break the poor”. 

 Today’s fainthearted 
councillors will never face 
such pressures. 

Kenneth Toulson
Sheffield 

Mental 
distress is 
complex 
SARAH BATES (Socialist 
Worker, 19 February) is 
right to point out that 
placing the blame for 
Caroline Flack’s suicide 
solely on the media 
obscures the wide range of 
complex factors affecting 
mental health.

Reducing this tragedy to 
just one angle creates the 
impression it was a 
relatively exceptional 
occurrence.

Of course the majority of 
people will never face the 
intensity of being in the 
public spotlight that Flack 
experienced.

But still, it must be 
considered for what it 
was—just one example of 
an everyday reality of what 
happens when women do 
not receive the support we 
need to manage mental 
distress. 

For people given my 
diagnosis—who are 
predominantly women—
the suicide rate is one in 
ten.

Up to 80 percent are 
estimated to engage in 
self-injury as the most 
effective form of relieving 
emotional distress that we 
know. 

Recent developments 
mean there is now more 
understanding of how to 
better support those who 
live with or experience  
mental distress. 

But many people who 
desperately need care do 
not know what is available. 
And many more are not 
able to afford it. 

We must fight for a 
society where support is 
freely available to all those 
suffering mental distress.

Ellen Clifford 
South London

Italian right use racism 
in coronavirus outbreak
THIS MONTH Luca Zaia, 
the president of Italy’s 
Veneto region, summed up 
the coronavirus crisis as 
only a Lega Nord  politician 
could have done. 

“Thankfully the Veneto 
inhabitants care about 
personal hygiene and 
therefore we only have 
116 people who tested 
positive,” he said. 

“Chinese people? We 
have all seen them eating 
rats!”

This is the hostile 
environment that the far 
right is fomenting. People 

are reasonably scared 
and worried not only for 
their health but also for 
their economic 
conditions. 

There are now entire 
villages in lockdown and 
schools shut across Italy 
until at least 15 March. 

Unsurprisingly, 
scapegoating is the best 
answer that the Lega 
Nord can offer. 

This is the climate that 
we all have to reject and 
stand up against. 

Olivia Alessi
East London

Donations are not getting to 
flood victims most in need
I WAS disappointed to learn this 
week that a crowdfunder set up by 
actor Michael Sheen for the Storm 
Dennis flood victims in Wales won’t 
go directly to the victims. 

You can only apply for money 
from it if you are a charity, 
community organisation, a 
community interest company or a 
social enterprise. 

Many small businesses say they 
won’t be able to benefit.

Neither will the uninsured 
pensioners or families renting from 
uninsured landlords, who are now 
facing bills for thousands of pounds 
of repairs and replacement goods. 

An organisation providing 
services in an affected area can 
apply for up to £5,000 which they 

could use for carpets for their 
premises.

Meanwhile residents have to 
make do with a £500 payout.

I doubt very much that people 
donating to this crowdfunder 
envisaged that they would be 
furnishing an office.

When I queried the logic, The 
Wales Council for Voluntary Action 
told me that the proceeds from 
Sheen’s crowdfunder will those who 
are supporting people most affected 
by the storm. 

I was told this money was 
“designed for the groups and 
organisations working on the 
ground to help those in need”.

The logic is that this will make 
the money spread further into the 

community than if it were shared 
between individuals. 

While I agree that this makes the 
bureaucracy easier, carpets for 
nurseries and equipment for day 
centres wasn’t what anyone had in 
mind when they donated.

I’m sure this issue has happened 
with other crowdfunding campaigns 
intended to support victims of 
tragedies such as Grenfell. 

Those directly affected suffer the 
financial burden while NGOs 
flourish in their wake.

I only hope that the community 
centres that did such amazing work 
after the floods are successful in 
their bids for the funding.

Angela Gerrard
Pontypridd

Poplar councillors in  the 1920s  
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 THE VIRUS 
EXPOSES 
SYSTEM’S 
FAILURES 

‘Our government protects 
profit rather than people’

The coronavirus has 
raised sharp political 
issues in South Korea, says 
Jang Ho‑jong

SOUTH KOREA has one of the 
highest number of coronavirus 
cases and deaths outside China.

The government’s big fear is falling 
corporate profits. That is what it 
has put first, and that is why there 
is increasing anger at its response.

In mid-February president Moon 
Jae-in announced that Covid-
19 “will soon come to an end”. 
The deputy prime minister for 
economic affairs urged people 
to go “back to normal economic 
activities”. That was reckless.

The desperate scenes of 
thousands of people standing 
in line for face masks shows 
how things have got worse.

South Korea’s health system 
is based on an insurance system 
and the large majority of 
hospitals are privately run.

Such a system is wholly 
inadequate at a time of crisis. 

The government operates only 
10 percent of hospital beds. 

Patients who should be in hospital 
are told to stay at home because there 
is not enough room in the hospitals for 
them. Some have died in their homes.

Now the government is 
accommodating some patients 
in public buildings.

The level of hospital staffing 
in South Korea is the lowest 
among the OECD group of 36 
countries. With the outbreak of 
Covid-19, this led to a tragic death 
of a worker from overwork. 

Epidemic
Hospital workers must be provided 
with enough protection gear and 
break times. We need more protective 
equipment, face masks, gloves, 
goggles. We need to produce more 
of these and increase staffing.

The government must mobilise 
all the facilities and staff in private 
hospitals to control the epidemic.

It is rapidly building isolation 
chambers in, for example, 
military bases where it has direct 
control. These measures must be 
extended to other hospitals. 

But having sought to turn 
medical services into the medical 
“industry”, the government has 
shrunk back from such measures. 
It fears the impact they might 
have on the market. And workers 
are suffering the consequences.

For the past three years the 

Moon Jae-in government has been 
betraying ordinary Koreans’ hope 
for a better society. The government 
was losing popularity ahead of a 
general election on 15 April. 

Its failings over coronavirus 
have led to broad sentiments 
that the ruling party should be 
punished in the election.

That is why the ruling party and the 
pro-government media are indulging 
in a witch hunt against a religious 
sect called the Shincheonji Church. 

This 300,000-strong indigenous 
sect of South Korean Protestantism 
has rapidly gained popularity, 
especially among the youth, 
through criticism of the corrupt and 
hypocritical church establishment. 

When cases of Covid-19 soared 
among sect members in the south 
eastern part of South Korea, the 
mainstream church actively joined 
the witch hunt. Now the government 
is chasing the sect’s members.

The mayor of Seoul, a major figure 
in the ruling party, sued the sect’s 
leader for “murder,” and the minister 
of justice ordered a raid on the group.

But there are many other 
cases outside the sect. The witch 
hunt may serve as a distraction, 
but it cannot stop the crisis. 

The spread of Covid-19 shines 

a light on the way society is run. 
There is no sick pay in Korea. That 
means virtually no sick workers can 
rest even when the government 
says, “Rest when you are sick.” 

To let patients—suspected 
or diagnosed—stay at home 
we need to win paid leave.

When someone in a workplace 
is infected, it ought to be closed 
for at least two weeks.

But the government seems 
determined not to impose any 
temporary closure on businesses 
because it would hit profits.

Most factories and offices are 
doing their business as usual.

Workers thought to be infected 
are told to “self-quarantine” 
without getting paid. Discontent 
among workers is looming. 

The government postponed the 
opening of all schools by three weeks.

Kids have nowhere to go, but 
their parents cannot take leave 
because they don’t get paid. Three 
children died in a fire while they 
were at home by themselves. 

Protection
In some workplaces people 
are provided with just one 
face mask per two weeks.

Distribution workers are 
one example of the lack 
of planning. Nobody takes 
responsibility for their safety. 

Delivery workers have to buy 
masks and gloves with their own 
money—and often they are not 
available. It’s an ironic situation 
where the person delivering 
a mask can’t get a mask.

At one point the Ministry of Justice 
sent messages to people self-isolating 
in their homes by registered mail, 
which had to be signed for.

Courier workers visiting people 
had no proper protection. 

The ministry later 
changed its approach.

The virus has hit every part 
of society. Trade unions have 
stopped their events. Universities 
won’t be open until 30 March.

Even the Catholic Church 
cancelled mass. 

We decided to stop printing 
the Workers Solidarity newspaper 
for three weeks, although we 
continue online as usual.

We have stopped our meetings 
and stalls for the same period.

But we continue to make demands 
for measures to combat the crisis, and 
to expose the government’s failures.
Jang Ho-jong is a journalist, doctor and 
member of Workers Solidarity, the sister 
organisation of the SWP in South Korea

EYEWITNESS 
SOUTH KOREA

South Korean socialist Jang Ho-jong

The coronavirus, like all serious 
epidemics, reveals capitalism’s priorities 
and shows us why it cannot protect us. 
Socialist and scientist John Parrington 
talked to Socialist Worker about the 
current crisis    

How bad is the virus compared 
to seasonal flu and other recent 
pandemic flus?
Compared to any seasonal flu epidemic 
this strain of the coronavirus is definitely 
worse. Covid-19 is also worse than any 
pandemic flu in recent decades.

There are two major coronaviruses 
that have spread from animals to 
humans in that time—the Sars epidemic 
of 2003 and the Mers epidemic of 2012. 
More than a third of people infected 
with Mers died. That’s a much higher 
rate than the current virus, but it meant 
the disease died out quite quickly.

What limited both Sars and Mers 
was their inability to substantially 
break out of the regions they 
developed in.

The difference with Covid-19 is 
that it is spreading faster than any 
animal-transmitted coronavirus we’ve 
seen before.

Is it more difficult to find a cure for 
this virus than others?
Coronaviruses are RNA viruses, unlike 
hepatitis or small pox for example. 
In those infections you can develop a 
vaccine, and it will tend to carry on 
working for a long time.

RNA viruses generally mutate a lot 
faster. That means by the time you’ve 
got your vaccine ready, the infection 
has already changed and may not 
respond to treatment.

Is the response from the state 
adequate?
It’s very important not to spread panic 
needlessly, so the talk about washing 
your hands regularly and other basic 
hygiene steps are appropriate. 

Having said that, the messages from 
government about the ability of the 
NHS to cope with a major viral epidemic 
seem dangerously complacent. Last 

week England’s chief medical officer, 
Professor Chris Whitty, said elderly 
people, and those with pre-existing 
medical conditions shouldn’t worry 
as 90 percent of them will survive 
catching the virus. 

But that suggests up to 10 percent 
of them could be expected to die. I find 
the way that this is presented really 
frightening.

Earlier in February, it was reported 
that only eight out of 1,600 doctors 
polled believed the NHS was ready to 
deal with a major outbreak.

And we can see the same problem 
with the question of sick pay. There 
are limited concessions made towards 
paying people earlier. Yet nothing 
is being done about the millions of 
people whose pay is too small to 
qualify for it.

This is not a marginal question 
where I work at Oxford university. 
I was on a picket line recently with 
people on zero hours contracts—
around 80 percent of staff here 
are on temporary contracts with 
quite a proportion in precarious 
circumstances. How can they 
afford to be off sick or 
quarantined? 

And if they come to work 
when they shouldn’t, what of 
the risks of spreading illness?

I question whether the 
government is really serious 
about taking measures to 
contain this threat.

Is the medical 
establishment doing 
enough to find a cure?
The Medical Research 
Council in Britain last month 
announced £20  million of funding 
for “rapid research” into Covid-19. 
That’s welcome, but still a drop in the 

In some Korean 
workplaces 
workers are given 
just one face mask 
every two weeks

‘‘ 

ocean in terms of research. However, 
there are now many different groups 
working on the virus, and some argue 
that having them compete will find 
us a cure quicker. But that ignores 
the fact that vaccines are not deemed 
profitable so there’s far too little money 
being put into that area of research.

If governments across the world 
were to start throwing major funds 
at this, the attitude of the big 
pharmaceutical companies would 
probably change quite quickly.

You could argue that’s the reason 
why there is no vaccine ready now. 
Sars and Mers were a warning, and we 
should have been thinking about this 
years ago.

Can the system co-ordinate its 
efforts to come up with a cure 
quickly?
The virus is affecting the economy, 
and clearly that’s not in the interests 
of those who control the system. They 
want to develop a means of stopping 
the spread of the virus and find a cure. 

But whether they can do that within 
the confines of the system is another 
question.

The World Bank has committed 
nearly £10 billion to emergency aid 
to developing countries grappling 
with Covid-19. That’s a sign that 
some co-ordination is going on.

But capitalism is driven by profit 
and when big drugs firms don’t see a 

way of making money, they don’t see 
an incentive to get involved.

Do lockdowns and assembly bans 
help slow the virus?
The evidence we have on this question 
is coming mainly from China, and it’s 
quite difficult to assess. Can we trust 
the data when we know that the state 
first of all denied the existence of the 
virus?

There are questions to ask about the 
lockdown strategy.

In Wuhan, which was the first 
Chinese city to be quarantined, many 
people heard the measure was coming 
in and did their best to escape. So you 
have to consider the additional risks 
posed.

But if it is really true that the 
number of new cases in China is 
dropping then the strategy may have 
been effective. There are scenarios 

where it makes sense to isolate an 
outbreak.

What I find amazing is that Tory 
government ministers are talking 
about measures such as these, which 
are panic inducing, but they are 
not addressing the fundamentals. 
These are that we need far greater 
resources for the NHS and sick pay 
for everyone.

These are basic ways to stop disease 
from spreading.

Will this epidemic drive people 
apart?
Most people do want to do the right 
thing when it comes to protecting 
themselves, and to help others. But 
the breakdown in social provision in 
Britain over decades cuts against that 
feeling. 

The atomisation of society is a real 
danger. But the experience of a 
society in the midst of disease 
can make people question the 
way things are organised and 
what is being prioritised. 
The NHS, public medicine 
and scientific research have 
been cut to the bone.

But maybe now the cracks 
showing are so big, people 
will feel something has to be 
done.
Dr John Parrington is associ-
ate professor in pharmacol-
ogy at Oxford university

Developing vaccines takes time and moneyJohn Parrington (above) 
Doctors examine a scan 
for signs of infection 
(below)

Even very young 
children are having to 
wear masks in virus 
hotspots (below)
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WHAT WE 
STAND FOR
These are the core politics of 
the Socialist Workers Party. 

INDEPENDENT WORKING 
CLASS ACTION 
Under capitalism workers’ labour 
creates all profit. A socialist 
society can only be constructed 
when the working class seizes 
control of the means of production 
and  democratically plans how they 
are used.

REVOLUTION NOT REFORM
The present system can not be 
patched up or reformed as the 
established Labour and trade 
union leaders say.

It has to be overthrown. 
Capitalism systematically 
degrades the natural world. 
Ending environmental crisis 
means creating a new society.

THERE IS NO 
PARLIAMENTARY ROAD
The structures of the present 
parliament, army, police and 
judiciary cannot be taken over 
and used by the working class. 
They grew up under capitalism 
and are designed to protect the 
ruling class against the workers.

The working class needs an 
entirely different kind of state—a 
workers’ state based upon 
councils of workers’ delegates and 
a workers’ militia.

At most parliamentary 
activity can be used to make 
propaganda against the present 
system. 

Only the mass action of the 
workers themselves can destroy 
the system.

INTERNATIONALISM
The struggle for socialism is 
part of a worldwide  struggle. 
We campaign for solidarity with 
workers in other countries. 

We oppose everything which 
turns workers from one country 
against those from other countries.

We oppose racism and 
imperialism. We oppose all 
immigration controls. 

We support the right of black 
people and other oppressed 
groups to organise their own 
defence. We support all genuine 
national liberation movements.

The experience of Russia 
demonstrates that a socialist 
revolution cannot survive in 
isolation in one country.

In Russia the result was 
state capitalism, not socialism. 
In Eastern Europe and China 
a similar system was later 
established by Stalinist parties. 
We support the struggle of 
workers in these countries against 
both private and state capitalism. 

We are for real social, 
economic and political equality 
of women. We are for an end 
to all forms of discrimination 
against lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender people. 

 We defend the right of 
believers to practise their religion 
without state interference.

THE REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
To achieve socialism the most 
militant sections of the working 
class have to be organised into a 
revolutionary socialist party. 

Such a party can only be 
built by activity in the mass 
organisations of the working class.

We have to prove in  practice 
to other workers that reformist 
leaders and reformist ideas are 
opposed to their own  interests. 
We have to build a rank and file 
movement within the unions.

To join us, turn to page 16  
or go to www.swp.org.uk 
or phone 020 7840 5602 for 
more information
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{ }SOCIALIST WORKER 
PUBLIC MEETINGS

BLACK COUNTRY
Booklaunch: A Rebel’s 
Guide to Engels
Wed 18 Mar, 7.15pm, 
St. Peter’s Café,
4 Exchange St,
WV1 1TS
LANCASTER AND MORECAMBE
Women, resistance 
and revolution
Thu 19 Mar, 7pm, 
Friends Meeting House,
Meeting House Lane,
LA1 1TX
LONDON: SOUTH
Booklaunch: Transgender 
Resistance, Socialism 
and the Fight for 
Trans Liberation
Wed 18 Mar, 7pm, 
Vida Walsh Centre,
2b Saltoun Rd
(near Effra Rd, facing 
Windrush Square),
Brixton,
SW2 1EP
With author Laura Miles
OXFORD
Unite to save our NHS—how 
to defend our health services
Thu 23 Apr, 7pm, 
Oxford Town Hall,
St Aldate’s,
OX1 1BX
POOLE AND DORCHESTER
Women, resistance 
and revolution
Sat 14 Mar, 1.30pm, 
Butler & Hops,
88 High St,
BH15 1DB

{ }SOCIALIST WORKER 
BRANCH MEETINGS

Weekly meetings  to discuss 
political issues and our local 
interventions.  All welcome.

ABERDEEN
Non-violence—can it 
save  the planet?
Mon 16 Mar, 6pm, 
The Snug,
Ma Cameron’s,
6-8 Little Belmont St,
AB10 1JG
BARNSLEY
A rebel’s guide to Engels
Thu 19 Mar, 6.30pm, 
Room 302, The Civic,
Hanson St, 
S70 2HZ
BRISTOL
Climate change and the 
myth of overpopulation
Thu 19 Mar, 7.30pm, 
YHA,
14 Narrow Quay, 
BS1 4QA
BURNLEY AND PENDLE
Challenging the myth of 
‘the white working class’
Wed 18 Mar, 7.30pm, 
Red Triangle Cafe,
160 St James’s St, 
BB11 1NR

CARDIFF
How can we end 
women’s oppression?
Wed 18 Mar, 7.30pm, 
Cathays Community Centre,
Cathays Terrace,  CF24 4HX
CHESTERFIELD
Why is the media so biased?
Thu 19 Mar, 7pm, 
Chesterfield Library,
New Beetwell St, S40 1QN
GLASGOW
Can privilege theory 
challenge oppression?
Thu 19 Mar, 7pm, 
Avant Garde,
33-44 King St,
Merchant City,G1 5QT
HUDDERSFIELD
Migrants, refugees and 
workers—challenging 
the hostile environment
Wed 18 Mar, 6.30pm, 
Brian Jackson House,
2 New North Parade(near 
both train and bus 
stations), HD1 5JP

LIVERPOOL
The rise of the far right 
and how to beat them
Wed 18 Mar, 7pm, 
Friends Meeting House,
22 School Ln, L1 3BT
LONDON: HACKNEY
‘On the shoulders of 
giants’—the importance 
of working class history
Thu 19 Mar, 7.30pm, 
The Round Chapel,
2 Powerscroft Rd (corner 
Lower Clapton Rd),E5 0PU
LONDON: HARINGEY
Revolt in France—how 
workers can fight back
Wed 18 Mar, 7pm, 
St John Vianney Church Hall,
386 West Green Rd (corner 
Vincent Rd),N15 3QH
LONDON: ISLINGTON
The roots of racism 
and how to fight it
Thu 19 Mar, 7pm, 
Elizabeth House,
2 Hurlock St, N5 1ED

LONDON: NEWHAM
Climate change and the 
myth of overpopulation
Wed 18 Mar, 7pm, 
Stratford Advice 
Arcade,107-109 
The Grove 
(next to Morrisons car park),
E15 1HP
LONDON: SOUTH
Capitalism and the 
politics of food
Wed 25 Mar, 7pm, 
Vida Walsh Centre,
2b Saltoun Rd 
(near Effra Rd, facing 
Windrush Square),
Brixton,
SW2 1EP
LONDON: TOWER HAMLETS
Going beyond the binary 
—Marxism, gender 
and trans liberation
Wed 18 Mar, 7.30pm, 
Weavers Community Centre,
10 Shacklewell St,
E2 7EG

NEWCASTLE
Politics of the mind—
Marxism & mental distress
Wed 18 Mar, 7pm, 
Floor 2, Commercial 
Union House,
39 Pilgrim St, NE1 6QE
NORWICH
Get Trump’s hands 
off Palestine
Wed 18 Mar, 7.30pm, 
Vauxhall Centre,
Johnson Place, NR2 2SA
OXFORD
Can there be a progressive 
patriotism?
Thu 19 Mar, 7pm, 
Oxford Town Hall,
St Aldate’s,OX1 1BX
PORTSMOUTH
Social insecurity—how 
the Tories have wrecked 
our welfare system
Wed 18 Mar, 7.30pm, 
Somerstown 
Community Centre,
River’s St, PO5 4EZ

SHEFFIELD: CITY CENTRE
Booklaunch: A Rebel’s 
Guide to Engels
Thu 19 Mar, 7pm, 
Central United 
Reformed Church,
60 Norfolk St (near 
Crucible Theatre), 
S1 2JB
SOUTHAMPTON
Catalonia, independence 
and revolution
Wed 18 Mar, 7.30pm, 
Central Baptist Church Hall,
Devonshire Rd, 
SO15 2GY
SWANSEA
Climate, refugees and racism
Thu 19 Mar, 7.30pm, 
Brynmill Community Centre,
St Albans Rd, 
SA2 0BP
YORK
Resistance and 
austerity—how could 
Britain follow France?
Wed 18 Mar, 7.30pm, 
Sea Horse Hotel,
4 Fawcett St, 
YO10 4AH

{ }MOVEMENT  
EVENTS

EDINBURGH
Stopping the far 
right in Europe and 
challenging racism
Wed 18 Mar, 7pm, 
G05 The University 
of Edinburgh,
50 George Square,
EH8 9JU
Hosted by Stand Up To Racism

SOCIALIST WORKER PUBLIC MEETINGS

BIRMINGHAM
Wed 18 Mar, 7pm, 
The Church at Carrs Lane,
Carrs Ln,
B4 7SX

BRIGHTON & HOVE
Thu 19 Mar, 7.30pm, 
Friends Meeting House,
Ship St,
BN1 1AF

CHELMSFORD & 
SOUTHEND
Thu 19 Mar, 7.30pm, 
The Railway Hotel,
Clifftown Road, 
Southend, SS1 1AJ

COLCHESTER
Thu 26 Mar, 8pm, 
Oyster Room, Hythe 
Community Centre,
1 Ventura Drive,CO1 2FG

COVENTRY
Wed 18 Mar, 7.30pm, 
The Golden Cross,
8 Hay Ln,
CV1 5RF

DERBY
Thu 19 Mar, 7pm, 
West End Community Centre,
Mackworth Rd (next 
to Britannia Mill),
 DE22 3BL

KENT
Thu 19 Mar, 7.30pm, 
Nucleus Arts Centre 
272 High St,
Chatham,ME4 4BP

LEEDS: CITY CENTRE
Thu 19 Mar, 7pm, 
The Swarthmore 
Education Centre, 2-7 
Woodhouse Square, 
LS3 1AD

LONDON: KINGSTON
Thu 19 Mar, 6pm, 
Room JG3003,
Penrhyn Road Campus,
Kingston University,
KT1 2EE

MANCHESTER: CENTRAL
Wed 18 Mar, 7pm, 
Friends Meeting House,
6 Mount St, 
M2 5NS

Coronavirus—how capitalism makes us sick

BOOKMARKS the socialist bookshop

1 Bloomsbury Street,  London WC1B 3QE PHONE 020 7637 1848  WEB bookmarksbookshop.co.uk

The Labour Party— 
A Marxist History 
by Tony Cliff, Donny Gluckstein 
and Charlie Kimber, £14.99

A Rebel’s Guide to Engels 
By Camilla Royle 
£8

Transgender Resistance
By Laura Miles  
£10

Hegel and Revolution
By Terry Sullivan and 
Donny Gluckstein, £7

CONTACT 
THE SWP

Phone 020 7840 5600
Email  

enquires@swp.org.uk
Post PO Box 74955,

London E16 9EJ
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FILM
DARK WATERS
Directed by Todd Haynes 
In cinemas now
 
US CHEMICAL company 
Dupont spent years dumping 
the acid PFOA in a landfill in 
Parkersburg, West Virginia. 

It contaminated drinking 
water and meant horrific 
illness for the town’s 
residents.

Dark Waters is the story 
of the fight against Dupont 
beginning in 1998. 

Watching it is like watching 
a horror film. It centres on 
corporate lawyer Robert 
Bilott (Mark Ruffalo) as he 
comes to the realisation 
that he’s been defending the 
wrong people. 

Dark Waters does a good 
job of uncovering the horrors 
of capitalism. But it focuses 
too heavily on Bilott.

There is a massive amount 
about the personal sacrifices 
made by him, his family, and 
the firm that he works for.

Sometimes, Dupont’s 
victims seem to act as a 
vehicle for Bilott to navigate 
his own perceptions about 
capitalism.

The fact that they are the 
most interesting element of 
the story is often overlooked.

Despite this, Dark Waters 
is a reminder of how firms 
prioritise profit over people.
Gabby Thorpe

A brilliant story of slavery, 
memories and freedom
The Water Dancer by Ta-Nehisi Coates combines powerful descriptions of 
slavery with a pacey plot and strong characters, writes Sadie Robinson 
T H E  WAT E R  D a n ce r  i s  a 
 beautiful book that seems to defy 
categorisation.

On one hand, it is a dramatic 
action story about a slave’s fight for 
freedom. On the other, it is a sci-fi 
tale where people with magical 
powers physically transport them-
selves using the power of memory. 

It is also a personal memoir of 
one man, Hiram Walker, and how he 
came to see the world in a radically 
different way.

Hiram was born into slavery 
on a Virginia plantation after the 
 plantation master, Howell, raped his 
mother, Rose.

The book shows the horrible, con-
tradictory pressures that plantation 
life creates. Hiram develops a deep 
desire to run, but is also attached to 
the only “home” and “family” he has 
ever known.

“There is always a part of us that 
does not want to win, wants to stay 
down in the low and familiar,” he 
says. For a long time Hiram longs 
for the approval of his father, even 
though he sold off his mother.

Powerful descriptions of slav-
ery combine with a pacy plot, and 
every character feels distinct and 
well-drawn. Many prominent char-
acters are women. These include 
Thena who takes in Hiram as a child, 
Sophia who he loves and Corrine, a 
white woman helping organise the 
 “underground” slave rebellion. 

Hiram’s otherwise photographic 
memory has forgotten his mother, 
yet she hangs over the whole book.

Challenge
Women get plenty of space to 
 challenge others’ visions of what 
 freedom for them would mean.

Sophia is enslaved by Howell’s 
brother Nathaniel, who regularly 
rapes her. When Hiram talks to 
Sophia about escaping, she chal-
lenges his assumption that they 
should then be together. 

“That ain’t freedom to me, do 
you understand?” she says. “Ain’t no 
freedom for a woman in trading in a 
white man for a colored.”

The book shows how actions by 
ordinary people can bring about 
momentous changes in the world.

“This secret war was waged 
against something more than the 
Taskmasters of Virginia,” says Hiram. 
“We sought not merely to improve 
the world, but to remake it.”

The only doubt I had was whether, 
in showing Hiram overcoming his 
flaws, his character was at times too 
good to be true. But this is a tiny 
point. The book is brilliant.
The Water Dancer by Ta-Nehisi Coates 
is out now, £16.99

Mark Ruffalo as Robert Bilott

Presentation by 
AngryWorkers 
Thurs 26 March, 6.30pm

BOOKMARKS 
the  socialist bookshop

Class Power on 
Zero-Hours

What’s on at

1 Bloomsbury Street,  
London WC1B 3QE 
 020 7637 1848 
bookmarksbookshop.co.uk

A classic Brecht comedy—switched 
PLAY 
MRS PUNTILA AND HER MAN 
MATTI
Showing at the Lyceum, Edinburgh 
until 21 March, then at Tramway, 
Glasgow, 25 March-11 April. 
Tickets from £14

BERTOLT BRECHT’S classic 
master and servant comedy 
is given a gender-switched 

adaptation by award-winning 
novelist and playwright Denise 
Mina.

When Argyll landowner 
Mrs Puntila is drunk, she’s a 
generous and kind-hearted boss 
who convinces everyone they can 
have a bright future under her 
wing. 

When she’s sober, she’s a cruel 
and greedy tyrant. Behind the 
scenes, her shrewd chauffeur 

Matti—who in one scene reads a 
copy of Socialist Worker—irons 
out her drunken mishaps while 
pursuing a hopeless romance 
with her daughter Eva.

Mrs Puntila is played by 
beloved actor Elaine C Smith. 
Lyceum favourite Steven 
McNicoll is her put-upon servant. 

Murat Daltaban returns 
to direct this entertaining 
class-conscious comedy.

A film about Islamophobia and coming of age
ART 
IMRAN PERRETTA—THE 
 DESTRUCTORS
Film installation at Baltic, Gateshead. 
Sat 14 Mar—28 Jun 2020. Free

IMRAN PERRETTA explores ideas 
of state power and identity in his 
major new film work.

The film draws on the artist’s 
own experience as a young man 
of Bangladeshi heritage. 

It explores experiences of 
marginalisation and oppression.

The film is set in the 
Bangladeshi community of east 

London borough Tower Hamlets. 
Its script is informed by 

conversations with young Muslim 
men invited to take part in a 
series of roundtable discussions 
about issues affecting them.

The film borrows its title from 
Graham Greene’s 1954 short 
story The Destructors. The book 
explores a generation of young 
men and their perceived capacity 
for destruction in a society 
marred by inequality.

Perretta’s links this story of 
post-war disaffection to the 
current period of state-sponsored 
Islamophobia.

STEVEN MCNICOLL as Matti, reading Socialist Worker 

A still from The Destructors
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1968 and after 
by Chris Harman  
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the socialist bookshop. 
Phone 020 7637 1848  
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bookmarksbookshop.
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B
illionaires, big 
business and 
right wingers 
are mobilising 
to stop “demo-
cratic socialist” 

Bernie Sanders from 
becoming Democratic 
presidential candidate. 
And many of them are in 
his own party.

Often it’s tempting to com-
pare the Democrats to parties 
such as Labour, founded to 
further  working class inter-
ests in parliament. But the 
vicious attacks on Sanders 
are further  evidence that the 
Democrats are different.

One high profile  supporter 
of Sanders, Democratic con-
gresswoman Alexandria 
Ocasio-Cortez (AOC), recently 
said that “Democratic Party is 
not a left party” but a “centre 
or centre-conservative party”.

But she added that “there 
are left members inside the 
Democratic Party that are 
working to try to make that 
shift happen”.

Many socialists have looked 
to changing the Democrats. 
But history also shows that 
the party has been a shock 
absorber for movements push-
ing for radical change. It has 
policed the parameters of 
what’s acceptable on the left 
and reined in and sometimes 
suffocated social movements.

Business
The 1960s is a warning about 
what happens when socialists 
funnel their energies into the 
Democrats and don’t focus on 
building a working class alter-
native to the two-party system.

At the beginning of the 20th 
century, the Democrats were 
largely based on business and 
agricultural interests in the 
South and implacably in favour 
of segregation between white 
and black people. 

In the 1930s splits in the US 
ruling class saw the Democrats 
become a broader coalition 
of sections of big business, 
trade unions and the Southern 
establishment known as the 
“Dixiecrats”.  

After the Second World War 
the Civil Rights Movement 
took on the racist Jim Crow 
laws that had maintained seg-
regation in the Democrat-run 
Southern states. 

In the 1950s Martin Luther 
King’s Southern Christian 
L e a d e r s h i p  C o n f e r e n c e 
(SCLC) and the black churches 
 organised resistance. A second 
wave in the 1960s saw black 
 students in the forefront of the 
struggle. 

The movement showed 
immense bravery. But the 
non-violent strategy was based 
on being backed up by the 
 violence from the US state and 
trying to force it to intervene 
against the Southern racists. 

At the same time many Civil 
Rights leaders, union organis-
ers and socialists looked to a 
strategy of “realignment”. This 
meant working to force out the 
Dixiecrats in order to make the 
Democrats an alliance of left 

wingers and trade unionists.
From 1960, the Congress 

for Racial Equality (Core) 
and Student  Nonviolent 
Coordinat ing Committee 
(Sncc) mounted a serious chal-
lenge to racism in the South. In 
the face of racist violence and 
death threats activists organ-
ised  “freedom rides”, bus jour-
neys into the Deep South to 
 challenge segregation laws. 

A huge campaign for the 
total desegregation of Albany, 
Georgia, saw cops lock up over 

1,000 people. Activists ran voter 
registration drives in states that 
excluded black people through 
discr iminatory laws and 
violence. 

In 1964 Core and Sncc sent 
150 organisers into Mississippi 
to  set  up the Freedom 
Democratic Party. This was a 
direct challenge to the state’s 
ruling Democratic Party, which 
only allowed whites to join.

President John Kennedy 
and his brother, attorney gen-
eral Robert Kennedy, wanted 

to bring the black vote into the 
Democratic Party coalition. 
Kennedy had only narrowly 
beaten Republican candidate 
Richard Nixon in 1960 and black 
voters had helped to swing it. 

But the Kennedys were only 
willing to support the Civil 
Rights movement up to a point 
and tried to push it away from 
civil disobedience.

Civil Rights activist James 
Farmer recalled a  meeting 
between Robert Kennedy and 
Core and Sncc leaders. Kennedy 
said, “Why don’t you guys cut 
all that shit, freedom riding and 
sitting-in shit, and concentrate 
on voter registration. If you do 
that, I’ll get you tax free status.”

As the Kennedy administra-
tion prepared a Civil Rights Bill, 
it tried to stop the  movement 
organising a mass demonstra-
tion in Washington. 

But the strength of the mass 
movement forced Kennedy to 
agree it should go ahead—on 
condition its leaders blunted 
its militancy. Sncc leader John 
Lewis, for instance, was lent 
on to water down his speech 
criticising the Kennedys for not 
enforcing civil rights laws. 

A
fter Kennedy’s 
assassination in 
1963, vice pres-
ident Lyndon 
B  J o h n s o n 
took over and 

signed the Civil Rights Act 
the  following year. This didn’t 
mean the fight was over and 
Southern states continued to 
viciously discriminate against 
black people. 

The Democrats’ two-faced 
strategy was shown up at the 
1964 Democratic Party national 
convention. 

Sncc members had risked 
their lives that summer reg-
istering voters and  building 
the Mississ ippi  Freedom 
Democratic Party, which was 
set up to challenge the existing 
racist branch of the Democrats. 
When it came to the national 
convention, the state’s racist 
party was instead given all of 
the delegates.

The Mississippi Freedom 
Democratic Party was offered a 
couple of token delegates as a 
compromise.

The move was backed by 
King and other black  leaders. 
They wanted to avoid a split 
that could have let in the 
Republican party’s candidate, 
the hard right Barry Goldwater. 

The young delegates refused 
to be bowed and walked out of 
the Democrats in disgust. But 
King and other black  leaders 
wrote Johnson a blank cheque in 
the 1964 presidential election. 

The episode showed the gulf 
between the Democrats and the 
movement.

Another key flashpoint came 
at the 1968 Democratic Party 
convention in Chicago. While 
the Dixiecrats might have been 
on the way out, the Democrats 
remained hostile to anything 
outside the mainstream and 
firmly committed to defending 
the capitalist system. 

The Civil Rights Movement 

Time and again radical movements for change have looked 
to the Democrats to fight for them, but have being bitterly 
betrayed. Tomáš Tengely-Evans and Gabby Thorpe argue 
today’s activists must not make the same mistake

had come alongside other mass 
movements, in particular against 
the Vietnam War. Kennedy 
had sent troops to crush the 
Vietnamese national liberation 
movement and after his assas-
sination, his successor Johnson 
massively escalated the war. 

There was huge radicalism 
on campuses. One of the main 
organisations, Students for 
a Democratic Society (SDS), 
had begun by wanting to work 
within the Democratic Party, 
but had greatly radicalised and 
now looked beyond it. 

Johnson had been expected 
to stand for reelection in 1968. 
But the Vietnamese resistance 
humiliated the US that year and 
Johnson said he would not seek 
the party’s nomination. Vice 
president Hubert Humphrey was 
set to be his anointed successor. 

Threats
Eugene McCarthy, a  little-known 
senator, stood as a challenger. 
His aim was to “restore belief in 
the American political process” 
among those who “make threats 
to support third parties or other 
irregular political movements”. 

Some of the youthful activists 
cut their hair, dressed respect-
ably and threw themselves into 
backing McCarthy under the 
slogan, “Go clean for Gene.” And 
sections of the movement called 
for a mass demonstration out-
side the Democrat convention 
in Chicago to support McCarthy.

Many others spurned such 
an approach. SDS sent people 
to the demonstration to argue 
with McCarthy supporters that 
they should build a movement 
outside the party. 

Demonstrators were met with 
brutal police violence, which 
meant that some people went 
to Chicago hoping to transform 
the Democrats and came away 
as revolutionaries.  

However, many of the Civil 
Rights and anti-war  leaders 
would be back within the 
Democrats by the early 1970s. A 
socialist alternative that looked 
to working class people rely-
ing on their own self-organisa-
tion didn’t emerge out of those 
movements to break with the 
Democrats. 

The pressure to collapse into 
the Democrats has been the 
experience of movements since. 

Today we urgently need radi-
cal change to deal with climate 
catastrophe, exploitation and to 
tear out the roots of oppression.

The Democratic establish-
ment fears Sanders because he 
has tapped into a deep anger 
in US society. He reflects social 

movements that demand radi-
cal change, such as the Sunrise 
climate strikers, the Women’s 
Marches and a rebirth of 
 working class militancy.

But what happens if Sanders 
isn’t the Democratic presiden-
tial nominee now? 

Will socialists arguing for 
realignment of the party break 
with the Democrats or line up 
behind the corporate warmon-
ger Joe Biden? That would mean 
writing the Democrats another 
blank cheque and diverting the 
movements into getting out the 
Democratic vote. The lesson is 
to break with the Democrats, 
build movements that have the 
power to challenge the system 
and continue to fight for a 
socialist alternative to both the 
 capitalist parties.

Bill and Hillary 
Clinton presided 
over a Democrat 
party increasingly 
besotted with 
neoliberalism, 
racism and war 
(top) Barack 
Obama was unable 
to break from 
their policies—and 
neither will Joe 
Biden (above)

The Kennedys 
would only 
support civil 
rights up to a 
point

‘‘ 
John F Kennedy

PROTESTERS AT the Democrat’s Chicago convention in 1968 are met by hundreds of armed guards 

FOCUS ON  
ECONOMY 

Tories’ freeports are bad 
news for workers 

Sarah Bates looks at 
how the Tory promise 
of new deregulated   
‘freeports’ will benefit 
big business, not 
workers 

HOW DO you “unleash the 
potential” of areas such as 
Teesside, Essex, Newcastle 
and Pembrokeshire?  

For new chancellor Rishi 
Sunak and odious prime 
minister Boris Johnson, part 
of the answer lies in creating 
up to ten new “freeports”. 

These freeports are 
little more than another 
opportunity to give the bosses 
a break, and a chance to push 
ordinary people into taking 
low-wage, insecure jobs.

Freeports, or free zones, 
would be located on British 
land—but would be exempt 
from normal customs tax. 

For instance, the free 
zone operating in the Canary 
Islands has a corporate 
tax rate of 4 percent 
compared to 25 percent 
in the rest of Spain.

Creating freeports 
was one of the pledges 
prime minister Boris 
Johnson made during his 
Conservative leadership bid.

Donation 
He received a £25,000 
donation for his leadership 
campaign from the Bristol 
Port Company—the owners 
of one of the six proposed 
sites for development. 

In a consultation on 
the question, the Tories 
boast freeports will “boost 
global trade, attract inward 
investment and increase 
employment opportunities”.

It’s not a new idea. In 
November 2016 Sunak 
published a report in the 
Centre for Policy Studies. It 
claimed freeports could create 
more than 86,000 jobs.

Part of the attraction of 
these freeports is they will 
allow companies to evade 
normal taxes and would 
relax health and safety 
and planning regulation. 

This would threaten 
the rights of workers 
working at freeports. 

And bosses even come 
close to admitting this. 

Tim Morris, the chief 

executive of bosses’ 
organisation UK Major Ports 
Group, “We’ve always been 
clear, that for freeports to be 
sustainable and successful in 
Britain they need to be more 
than simply about tariffs”.

And Peter Holmes from the 
University of Sussex said the 
government’s plans extended 
beyond just giving the bosses 
a tax break—it wanted to 
create a “regulatory sandbox.”

Holmes said, “Are they 
going to completely relax 
planning regulations? They 

say that they’re not going to 
undercut labour protection—
but if you really wanted to get 
a big benefit from this, you 
would abolish the minimum 
wage in the freeports. 

“You’d just massively 
deregulate health and safety.”

Industry 
Freeports are particularly 
useful for manufacturing 
industry. 

The government 
has suggested the new 
freeports could follow a 
model similar to the tax-
free zone near the Nissan 
car plant in Sunderland. 

These are particularly 
useful for bosses, because 
it’s cheaper to import 
components for workers to 
manufacture in the free zone 
and export into the domestic 
market as a finished product.

In these huge complexes, 
thousands of workers 
suffer for poverty pay in 
dangerous conditions.

It’s claimed these free 
market enclaves will 
produce employment—
but they are just as likely 
to just replace old jobs 
with new, worse ones.

And it’s not the only 
problem—a report from 
the European Parliament 
in 2019 said a freeport in 
Luxembourg had become 
a hotspot for tax evasion 
and money laundering.

So under the guise of 
“economic regeneration” 
freeports are another way for 
firms to maximise profits and 
prop up their exploitation.

And all the while they 
will undermine the lives and 
jobs of ordinary people.

BACK STORY
Freeports are areas where 
normal tax rules do not 
apply to businesses
lBritain already has 24 
freeports and free zones
lThese include sites in 
Southampton, Liverpool, 
Tilbury in Essex and 
Sheerness in Kent
lBritain has been able to 
create freeports as part of 
the European Union (EU)
lThere are currently 
80 free zones within EU 
borders

 Freeports are 
especially 
useful for 
manufacturing 
industry

‘‘ 

 LIZ TRUSS and Tory MPs in Teesside discussing freeports 
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ACTIVISTS RALLIED in south London Picture: Guy Smallman

Activists build 21 March demonstrations
by TOMÁŠ TENGELY-EVANS

LABOUR PARTY leader 
Jeremy Corbyn has urged 
people to take to the streets 
to “show our opposition 
to the rise of racism” and 
the far right on Saturday  
21 March.

He said people had 
to “make sure there is a  
massive turnout” on the 
Stand Up To Racism (SUTR) 
national demonstrations in 
London and Glasgow. 

Corbyn condemned the 
Tory deportations to Jamaica 
and the scapegoating of 
migrants and refugees. 

“Our health, our educa-
tion, our society, in part, 
depend on the work of people 
who have made their homes 
in this country,” he said. 

“To those xenophobes and 
others, I simply say, do you 
really want to shut down 
our public services when 
you start getting rid of those 
that make such a wonderful  
contribution to our society.” 

Co rbyn  was  speak -
ing at an Islington SUTR  
meeting on the hostile envi-
ronment, one of a series of 
events to build support for 

the demonstrations in two 
weeks’ time. 

On the same night , 
around 150 people joined 
a Love Music Hate Racism 
gig in Glasgow and 40 gath-
ered for an SUTR meeting 
in Newham in east London. 
Speakers included one of the 
local Labour MPs, Stephen 

Timms, and Zita Holbourne 
from Black Activists Rising 
Against Cuts (Barac). 

Earlier in the week around 
100 people joined “an even-
ing of anti-racist politics and 
culture” in Birmingham. 

Meanwhile, anti-racists 
marched through the streets 
of Brixton, south London, on 

Saturday to raise awareness 
about the Tory deportation 
flights. 

The protest was organ-
ised by SUTR South London, 
the Movement for Justice 
deta inee  r ights  group 
and the Lambeth Unison 
union branch’s black work-
ers’ group. Chants of “No 

charter flights, we want 
human rights” rang out as 
the 60-strong march made its 
way around Brixton market. 

There were huge cheers for 
Christopher, a Jamaican man 
threatened with deportation 
who was released on bail 
from Harmondsworth immi-
gration detention centre last 
Wednesday.

 “The Home Office is the 
biggest racist in this country,” 
he said. 

Amazing
Bell Ribeiro-Addy, Labour’s 
shadow immigration minis-
ter, said it was “absolutely 
amazing to see people shut-
ting down parliament square” 
in the week running up to the 
charter flight last month. 

Ribeiro-Addy slammed 
the Tories’ Immigration Bill, 
which makes it harder for 
people to come to live in 
Britain. “There is no such 
thing as unskilled work—
there is only low paid work,” 
she said. 

“We don’t have the nurses 
and social workers we need 
because the government 
wants to pursue its hostile 
environment.” 

She urged people to “keep 

coming out because it really 
makes a difference”. 

Mhotsi from south London 
said he has been on all the 
protests against charter 
flights. 

He told Socialist Worker, 
“They will continue to do it 
because they can get away 
with it. 

“But things like sitting 
down on Whitehall can make 
them listen.” 

With the Tories on the 
attack, there must be no  
concessions to the myth that 
migration undermines wages 
and public service. 

Too often union leaders 
and Labour give ground to 
such ideas and thereby divert 
attention from the real prob-
lems, the bosses and the rich.

SUTR has called a national 
day of action in support of 
refugees and migrants next 
Saturday, 14 March. 

The demonstrations on 21 
March are an opportunity 
to build a bigger movement 
against the Tories’ racist 
assault.

More online
For more on 21 March, go to  
www.socialistworker.co.uk
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‘You’ve got 
to keep on 
fighting’—
Tomlinson
Ricky  Tomlinson was jailed on 
trumped-up charges for his role in a 
strike in 1972. Last week the cases 
went to the Court of Appeal
E I G H T  M E M B E R S  o f  t h e 
S h rews b u r y  24— b u i l d i n g 
workers jailed in the 1970s 
for picketing—have had their 
convictions referred for appeal 
by the Criminal Cases Review 
Commission.

“It’s bloody outrageous that it has 
taken 47 years for this to happen,” 
Ricky Tomlinson—who was jailed 
for two years—told Socialist Worker.

“It’s a small victory and it might 
help to expose more of what 
 actually happened.”

All eight referred to the Court of 
Appeal were convicted in a series of 
trials held in 1972, 1973 and 1974.

They were convicted of offences 
such as unlawful assembly, 
conspiracy to intimidate, affray, and 
threatening behaviour.

The cruel sentences imposed 
varied from three years  imprisonment 
to three months imprisonment 
 suspended for two years.

“It was a politically motivated 
case designed to break a very high 
level of workers’ action at the time,” 
says Ricky. “This was the first, and 
still only, national building  workers’ 
strike.

“On 6 September 1972 when 
the so-called offences took place, 
the police said there would be no 
charges. Then the people at the top 
got involved and it all changed.

“Months later there were 
suddenly  hundreds  of 
charges.

Destroyed
“ P o l i c e  a n d  w i t n e s s 
 statements were destroyed 
and new ones prepared.

“Even if we had been 
violent there would 
only have been a 
maximum sen-
tence of a few 
months, but 
they added 
c o n s p i r a c y 
charges and that 
pushed the penalties up 
massively. Jurors were told 

by a court official that we would 
only get a fine if we were convicted. 
They were horrified afterwards.

“The judge was a gobshite. 
People’s lives were torn apart.

“My mate Dezzie Warren was 
sentenced to three years in jail and 
then given drugs which led to him 
getting Parkinson’s disease.

“He sued the Home Office and 
got some money—but with a 
gagging clause.

“We were blacklisted. I was on 
the Economic League list with 
my name and national insurance 
number. Dezzie changed his name 
by deed poll to try to escape. Both 
his names were on the list.

Terrible
“Lots of the 24 never worked again. 
They—and their families—were in 
terrible poverty.”

The eight whose cases have been 
referred are John McKinsie Jones, 
Michael Pierce, Terry Renshaw, 
Kevin Butcher, Malcolm Clee and 
Bernard Williams, and also Des 
Warren and Ken O’Shea both of 
whom are deceased.

The referrals do not include 
Ricky, but he is considering whether 
to join his name to the case.

Ricky adds that during the years 
since the trial “attempts to show 
what really went on have been 
kicked into the long grass again 

and again.
“We were let down by the 

trade union leaders and the 
governments, Labour and Tory, 
that blocked the truth.

“But we also had a lot 
of support, at the time 

and since. We 
were backed 

by workers 
in London 
a n d 
 elsewhere 

a n d by people in 
Socialist Worker such 
as Jim Nichol and Paul 
Foot. You have to keep 
fighting.”

A MASS meeting of striking builders in Liverpool, 1972 

Ricky’s speech from the dock before 
he was sentenced to two years in jail
This is a transcript of the 
speech Ricky Tomlinson made 
in court on 20 December 1973

“I HAVE sat here for many 
weeks and seen my character 
systematically shredded up. It 
was said in the last war by Doctor 
Goebbels that if you repeat a lie 
often enough it becomes accepted 
as the truth.

This I have observed in this 
court and now know it to be true. 
So much so that the constant use 
of the words “petrified”, “terrified”, 
“afraid”, “frightened” and “scared 
to death” by witness after witness 
led even myself to think for a 
moment that I had done the things 
I had been accused of.

I have heard the judge say that 
this was not a political trial, just an 
ordinary criminal case.

I refute that with every fibre of 
my being.

How can anyone say this was 
just an ordinary trial when 1,000 
police were on duty outside this 
very building because building 
workers were due to appear before 
the court?

No sentence passed on me by 
this court, however lenient or 
however severe, can hurt me more 

than I have been hurt already.
I have been almost totally 

unemployed since my arrest and 
this punishes my wife and two 
infant sons to a far greater extent 
than it does me.

During the length and course 
of this trial my family have been 
abused by the people whose duty it 
is to assist them. But that matter is 
now in the hands of my member of 
parliament.

In the course of this trial I have 
discovered many things about 
the law of the land and the legal 

system. I express my fear for the 
working class movement.

The sentence passed on me 
today by this court will not matter.

My innocence has been proved 
time and time again by the 
building workers of Wrexham 
whom I led, and, indeed, by 
building workers from all over the 
land who have sent messages of 
support to myself, my family and 
my colleagues.

I look forward to the day when 
the real culprits, the McAlpines, 
Wimpeys, Laings and Bovis and all 
their political puppets, are in the 
dock facing charges of conspiracy 
and intimidating workers from 
doing what is their lawful right—
picketing.

It is hoped the trade union 
movement and the working class 
of this country will act now to 
ensure that another charade such 
as this will never take place again, 
and the right to picket or strike 
will be defended even at the cost 
of great personal hardship or 
individual freedom.”

Ricky Tomlinson

More online
Read Des Warren’s speech at  
bit.ly/KeepFightingShrewsbury

Ricky on his release  Picture: John Sturrock
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Sacking could see 
BT Enterprise fight
WORKERS AT BT Enterprise, 
an arm of telecoms giant BT, 
could be heading for strikes 
over redundancies.

A CWU union member was 
served with a compulsory 
redundancy notice last week. 

Bosses at BT Enterprise, 
which provides IT and 
communications services to 
businesses and public sector 
bodies, are pushing through a 
downsizing programme. 

A statement from the CWU 
South East Central branch 
said that “there is no other 
choice” but to request a ballot 
for industrial action. 

RSPCA workers are 
ready to bite back
WORKERS AT the RSPCA 
animal welfare charity are on 
course for walkouts after talks 
broke down last week.

The Unite union members 
are fighting against bosses’ 
imposition of a new 
performance-related pay 
contract.

Unite regional officer 
Jesika Parmar said the union 
had “no alternative but to 
announce strike dates” after 
talks at the Acas conciliation 
service produced no 
movement. 

Deal agreed at the 
posh people’s shop
SECURITY GUARDS and 
CCTV operators at Harrods 
department store in west 
London have accepted a 
deal over pay and working 
conditions. 

Unite union members had 
threatened a walkout. 

Bosses and Unite have 
agreed to keep the details of 
the deal confidential. 

The union said, “The deal 
ensures pay parity between 
security staff and any future 
pay deals will be consistently 
applied across the board.

“Staff will also not have to 
attend training sessions on 
their days off.” 

Fury at chalet firm’s 
shilly-shallying 
WORKERS AT the 
Stately-Albion company have 
voted for strikes over pay.

Unite union members at 
the chalet company will begin 
an overtime ban on 13 March, 
followed by a series of nine 
one-day strikes in April and 
May.

Swansea protest 
focuses on Shell 
ABOUT 20 people braved 
rain and cold winds to protest 
outside a Shell petrol station 
in Sketty, Swansea, last week.

They handed out leaflets 
to passers-by and had 
conversations about climate 
chaos. 

They pointed to Shell’s 
leading role in ensuring 
nothing is done to stop global 
warming. 
Heather Falconer

 Anger at outsourcer 
sees depot blockaded   
by TOMÁŠ TENGELY-EVANS

THERE WERE defiant 
scenes outside bin depots 
in east London on Monday 
as striking workers refused 
to let managers, scabs 
and lorries move. 

It marked the first day of 
an eight-day walkout by 250 
bin workers in Tower Hamlets. 
Unite union members are 
demanding that subcontractor 
Veolia coughs up thousands of 
pounds in holiday pay arrears. 

Workers mounted pickets 
from 5am outside Veolia’s 
Solvocea Way depot in 
Canning Town and Southern 
Grove depot in Bow. 

Determined 
Terry, a Unite senior shop 
steward, told Socialist Worker 
that “no lorries moved in, 
nothing has moved” because of 
the mass pickets. 

“There is solid support,” he 
said. “We voted 96.5 percent 
for strikes.”

Jason, another Unite rep, 
told Socialist Worker, “They 
tried to bring in managers and 
staff from other contracts in.

“But we stood our ground 
and said, ‘You’re not going in’.”

It is a reminder of what 

picket lines are supposed to be 
about. 

Workers are owed up 
to up to £9,000 in holiday 
pay arrears. In 2014 an 
Employment Appeal Tribunal 
ruled that bosses have to 
factor in overtime and other 
premiums, not just basic pay, 
when calculating holiday pay. 

So, to protect the bosses 
from payouts, the Tory-Liberal 
government said claims could 
only be backdated two years. 

Steve said bosses wanted 
to reduce the period during 
which workers can claim still 
further. 

Terry said that Veolia had 
“frustrated” the claims by 

making individuals go through 
a drawn out process, instead of 
settling the claim collectively. 

“They settled with around 
43 people, but that leaves 
around 216 who haven’t been 
paid,” he said. 

“But even workers who have 
been paid are out here.”

Jason said that bosses “had 
not made people aware of it” 
to try to get around paying 
workers what they’re owed”.

Workers are picketing every 
day from 5am to 3pm. Trade 
unionists should join the picket 
lines and build solidarity for 
the dispute.
lMessages of support to ruth.
haydon@unitetheunion.org

PROTESTERS FROM Stand Up To Racism, Unite against Fascism, the FBU union and the 
London Anti-Fascist Assembly mobilised last week against the planned visit of Matteo Salvini 
to London. The Italian Lega party leader did not come. Picture: Guy Smallman

Final week to win massive 
strike vote in Royal Mail
ROYAL MAIL workers are 
campaigning hard to win a 
national strike ballot by the 
biggest majority possible.

The voting continues until 
next Tuesday. This week the 
workers’ CWU union urged, 
“Be brave, be relentless, be 
the union”.

On Thursday and Friday 
last week hundreds of 
well-supported workplace 
meetings were held that 
underlined workers’ 
commitment to a fightback.

There is deep anger that 
last year a 97 percent vote 
for action on a 76 percent 
turnout was declared illegal 
after court action.

 Managers have been 
mobilised in an effort to 
persuade workers not to vote 
for action this time. But the 

tactic seems to be backfiring. 
One Royal Mail worker 

commented, “Our area 
manager basically secured 
a 100 percent Yes vote with 
his inability to answer any 
questions or defend the 
actions of Royal Mail. 

“What a plum.”
Another worker adds, “It 

is not just that our jobs are 
at risk. 

“What is also at risk is 
a decent, reliable postal 
service. The public will also 
be the losers.”

Royal Mail bosses have 
shown they are determined 
to ram through their attacks. 
A big vote for action must be 
followed as soon as possible 
by hard-hitting action. 

And other workers must 
give solidarity.

ANTI-RACISM

POSTBIN WORKERS

Determination on the picket line              Picture: SocialiSt Worker

A gate meeting in Peterborough             Picture: cWu eaStern no5

ST MUNGO’S ANTI-NUCLEAR

  No to Sizewell C nuke plant  
AROUND 150 people attended 
a public meeting in the small 
Suffolk town of Halesworth 
last week to discuss 
opposition to the planned 
construction of Sizewell C 
nuclear power station.

The case for cancelling the 
facility is unanswerable. It will 
devastate the nearby area of 
natural beauty. In addition it 
will be situated on a coastal 
area suffering from active 

erosion. The meeting’s mood of 
doom was lifted when a speaker 
from the floor urged the 
audience to get on the streets 
like the French Yellow Vests. 

They responded with 
enthusiasm to the call to 
emulate the young people 
protesting during Greta 
Thunberg’s recent Bristol rally. 

A march is being organised 
in nearby Woodbridge.
Kevin Wingfield

Defending conditions and homeless service
WORKERS AT the St Mungo’s 
homelessness charity have 
called for their boss to climb 
down ahead of walkouts 
against a “race to the bottom”. 

Around 500 Unite union 
members plan to begin a 
three-day strike next Monday 
against attempts to push 
through worse terms and 
conditions. 

Unite says that removing 
the junior staff cap agreement 

would allow the charity to 
bring in a cheaper workforce. 

Tabusam Ahmed, a Unite 
regional officer, said, “CEO 
Howard Sinclair has lost the 
trust of our members. 

“They are on the frontline 
dealing with some of 
society’s most marginalised 
and vulnerable people. 

“He must step down 
immediately.” Ahmed added, 
“This strike isn’t about 

money, it’s about protecting 
jobs and defending the safety 
and high quality services our 
members deliver.

Other issues include a 
punitive sickness policy, 
the way disciplinary 
procedures are used, 
and St Mungo’s failure 
to provide reassurances 
around the safety of rough 
sleepers over immigration 
enforcement.

Celebrate resistance with  
Socialist Worker this May Day 
May Day is a chance to celebrate 
working class solidarity against the 
bosses and resistance to oppression. 

Every year Socialist Worker produces 
a special supplement of May Day 
greetings from our readers in trade 
unions, colleges and campaigns. 
Make sure to get yours in by 10 April 

l1 column ad: £30 
l2 column ad: £55  
l3 column ad: £95 

Make cheques out to  
Sherborne Publications Ltd

Socialist Worker,
PO Box 74955,
London E16 9EJ
020 7840 5656

mayday@socialistworker.co.uk
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EDUCATION

Chance to escalate 
sixth form strikes
by SADIE ROBINSON 

WORKERS IN 34 sixth form 
colleges took their sixth day 
of strikes on Tuesday, in a 
battle to win more funding 
and pay. 

NEU union members want 
an end to cuts that have 
meant rising class sizes, 
fewer subjects taught, less 
support for students and 
soaring workloads.

Art and design techni-
cian Hilary was on the picket 
line at Newham Sixth Form 
College in east London. 
“In the art department our 
budget has gone down year 
on year,” she told Socialist 
Worker.

“The number of staff has 
gone down. I used to run an 
enrichment programme that 
was cut. 

“We don’t do music, tex-
tiles or graphics A-Levels 
anymore. And years one and 
two in fine art A-Level are 
now being taught together 
by one teacher.”

Cuts
Maths teacher David said the 
impact of cuts on students 
“saddens” him. “I’ve seen 
class sizes going up,” he told 
Socialist Worker. 

“I can’t take students on 
trips anymore. The amount of 
support students get is going 
down.”

The union says the sector 

has a funding shortfall of 
£700 million. And workers 
have suffered years of real-
terms pay cuts. Newham 
striker Jas said the cuts “are 
unfair on us and unfair on 
students”.

“We are constantly being 
told we need to cut back 
on this and that,” he told 
Socialist Worker. 

“There used to be materi-
als in braille. Now it’s almost 
like they just want us to use 
Google Classroom app.”  

The union has now begun 
balloting for strikes in 50 
sixth form colleges. The 
ballot is aggregated, which 
means all colleges can legally 
strike if the average turnout 
is over 50 percent.

Indicative ballots showed 
there is a mood to keep fight-
ing. The ballots end on 6 April, 
and activists need to fight to 
get the maximum turnout and 
yes vote in each one.

Newham NEU rep Rob 
told Socialist Worker that his 

branch “will get a vote for 
strikes and will definitely pass 
the 50 percent threshold”.

He added, “The aim is to 
try and raise the game and 
put more pressure on the 
government.”

A striker from the University 
of East London (UEL) visited 
the Newham pickets. 

Later the sixth form strikers 
went to the UEL picket line—
and donated £200.
lSend messages of support to 
jean.evanson@neu.org.uk

ACADEMISATION 

Two schools hail victory in 
Catholic academy battle
NEU UNION members 
at St Michael’s and 
St Bonaventure’s schools in 
Newham, east London, have 
proved that workers can 
win against academisation. 

The Brentwood Diocese 
wants to make the Catholic 
schools part of its huge  
Multi-Academy Trust (Mat).

But the school’s governing 
bodies caved in to workers 
last week after a series of 
strikes. 

At a meeting for parents, 
St Bonaventure’s teachers 
explained their reasons for 
striking. 

One said, “I’m a child of 
the 1980s when teachers 
fought for terms and 
conditions we all benefit 

from. I wasn’t about to let 
them be taken away.” 

Another teacher told 
parents that they were 
picking up students from 
a nearby academy. “They 
do not know how to learn 
independently,” she said. 

“They’ve been fed too 
much on exam answers.”  

The teacher added, “We 
wanted to keep a school 
that offers so much more.”

Opposition to the 
Catholic Mat’s plans will 
now focus on St Bede’s in 
the neighbouring borough 
of Redbridge and other 
schools where the Diocese 
has already applied for 
academy orders. 
Miriam Scharf 

HIGHER EDUCATION

PICKETING IN Newham, east London  Picture: SocialiSt Worker

TRANSPORT

No delays in campaign to 
build big Tube strike vote
WORKERS ON the London 
Underground are driving 
through a campaign to get a 
solid yes vote in their strike 
ballot. 

The RMT union members 
are fighting for better pay. 
Strikes could see around 
10,000 workers take action, 
bringing the capital’s 
underground network to a 
standstill. 

The union wants a pay 
deal that “fully recognises” 
the working conditions, 
which include “creaking 
infrastructure and surging 
levels of violence”. 

The ballot closes on 
Tuesday 31 March. 

Workers should build a 
huge vote for strikes and win 
the pay rise they deserve. 
n REVENUE control 
inspectors (RCI) at Transport 
for London have returned a 
huge vote for strikes over 
the introduction of a new job 
role.

RCIs, who check tickets 
across the capital’s transport 
network, voted by 97 percent 
to strike. 

The RMT union members 
are battling the imposition 
of a new grade called 
a “Revenue Collection 
Officer”. Workers in the new 

roles will be paid £10,000 
less and have slightly less 
responsibility than RCI’s. 

The RCIs could strike on 
Friday 27 March. 

This would coincide with 
a walkout by Dial-a-Ride 
bus workers and a range of 
revenue protection workers 
who are members of the 
Unite union.
nWORKERS AT catering 
firm Rail Gourmet were 
set to strike for three days 
from Wednesday this week 
against dodgy working 
conditions. 

RMT union members at 
the Paddington depot in west 
London have raised a host 
of demands over dangerous 
working conditions. 
n THE RMT union suspended 
a strike on South Western 
Railway (SWR) after bosses 
agreed to talks.

Workers are fighting over 
driver-only operated (DOO) 
train services. Bosses want 
to introduce a new system 
where guards don’t close the 
doors. 

But strikers say drivers 
closing doors is unsafe for 
vulnerable passengers. They 
can’t always see down the 
entire platform from the front 
of the train.

Workers turned the Bakerloo into the Strikealoo line last month

Month of struggle to take 
off at Heathrow Airport 
BOSSES AT London 
Heathrow Airport are braced 
for a month of strikes as 
two groups of baggage 
handlers fight for higher 
pay and union rights. 

Unite union members 
at baggage handling firms 
GBS Ltd and Verlander plan 
to walk out on Saturday.

It will mark the beginning 
an eight-day walkout by 
specialist baggage handlers, 
employed by subcontractor 
GBS Solutions, in their 
long-running fight for higher 
pay. They are demanding 
at least the London Living 
Wage of £10.75 an hour. 

Verlander workers 
are fighting after bosses 
said a pay rise and 
union agreement would 
not apply to those who 
had recently started. 

They operate the 

Terminal 3 luggage belt 
and transport and load 
baggage for One World 
Alliance, Virgin Atlantic, 
Emirates and freight for the 
International Airline Group. 

Unite officer Wayne 
King said, “Vanderlande’s 
transparent attempts 
at union-busting have 
bolstered our member’s 
determination to achieve a 
fair pay deal for all staff.

“Vanderlande’s strong 
arm tactics mean the 
airport now faces Easter 
holiday chaos and delays 
across March and April that 
will impact air travel.” 

Verlander workers plan 
48-hour walkouts from 
27 March and 3 April and 
a 24-hour one on 9 April.

And GBS workers plan 
a further walkout from 
26 March until 2 April.

TUBE WORKERS 

Where next after national 
walkouts at universities?  
>>continued from page 20
think of ways of giving workers 
local power.”

Now workers are discussing 
what should follow the 14 days 
of strikes.

Carlo added, “Sheffield UCU 
members voted in favour of 
a marking boycott in a union 
meeting. 

“We shouldn’t rule anything 
out.”

Of course not everyone 
will back more strikes—and 
there are always debates about 
tactics in any dispute. 

But that shouldn’t be used 
to dial down the action. People 
can be won over and ideas 
can change once action is 
underway.

As Greenwich striker Mark 
told Socialist Worker, “You’re 
scared to put your toe in 

the water at first. But once 
you jump in, you feel totally 
different.”

And the strikes are pulling 
more people into the union, 
not driving them away. 

As Elmy, on strike at 
Imperial College London, said, 
“Union numbers swell every 
time we do this.”

Greenwich striker Gavin 
added, “There’s a different 
demographic on the picket 
line. 

“It’s not all wizened old 
campaigners, it’s hourly-paid 
lecturers and casualised staff.”

UCU members can win—
and a victory can transform 
higher education and score a 
big blow against neoliberalism 
and the market. 

Everyone needs to get 
behind their fight.
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 FRESH STRIKES 
 AT UNIVERSITIES
by SADIE ROBINSON

UNIVERSITY workers 
entered their fourth week of 
strikes this week on a high. 
A five-day walkout began in 
72 universities on Monday.

In total, UCU union mem-
bers across 74 universities 
are taking 14 days of strikes 
in the biggest wave of action 
under Boris Johnson’s Tory 
government.

Now they are preparing 
for reballots beginning on  
17 March and possible fur-
ther walkouts later in the 
year.

Many institutions that are 
already part of the action will 
be voting,as will some places 
have not struck. There would 
be more walkouts later this 
year. 

Despite some worries 
about the size of picket lines, 
and whether workers could 
afford to lose 14 days’ pay, 
the walkouts have been a big 
success.

Strikers have reported 
new faces on picket lines and 
solid support from students, 
some of whom have staged 
occupations in solidarity.
Lesley, a striker at Greenwich 

university, told Socialist 
Worker, “I’ve been on strike 
lots of times and we’ve never 
had this kind of support.” 

Vera, another Greenwich 
striker, said there had been a 
“great mood” on picket lines. 
“Most people have never 

been on strike before,” she 
told Socialist Worker.

“But all of us work around 
20 hours a week unpaid. We 
want to give students a good 
education but these condi-
tions mean we can’t deliver 
it.” Workers are fighting over 

equal pay, casual contracts, 
workload, pay and their USS 
pension scheme. There is an 
optimism about winning real 
gains. 

Carlo Morelli is a UCU 
rep at Dundee university. He 
said, “More branches now 

want to join the strike and 
have opted to join the ballot.

“There’s an idea among 
some that we can’t rebal-
lot or that members don’t 
want to strike anymore. But I 
think people would be up for 
more strikes.” Walkouts will 

continue at 11 institutions 
next week, but most will end 
their walkouts on Friday of 
this week. 

It will be key for activists to 
continue organising to max-
imise the vote in the reballots 
and keep ordinary workers 
involved in the dispute.

Committees
Workers have set up new 
strike committees in some 
areas during this latest round 
of action.

Roddy, UCU branch organ-
iser at Imperial College 
London, said electing a strike 
committee there had boosted 
workers’ confidence. “The 
way we have divided things 
up has ironed out a lot of 
nerves and worries,” he told 
Socialist Worker.

“In general the mood has 
lifted enormously. People are 
much more optimistic.”

Lesley also stressed the 
need to keep organising. “It 
does come down to local 
organisation,” she said. “We 
have national contracts but 
then they have to be ratified 
at a local level.

“So you have to build 
strong union branches and 
>>>continued on page 19

HIGH SPIRITS on the Greenwich university picket line   Picture: SocialiSt Worker

REBALLOTS

University workers debate the next steps as trade union leader wobbles
THERE WAS anger last 
week after UCU general 
secretary Jo Grady emailed 
members saying the union 
was prepared to make 
significant concessions 
in its demands.

Grady said negotiators 
had indicated that a  
3 percent pay rise “could 
resolve the dispute” 
due to “prospects of 
progress” in other areas.

She admitted this is 
“significantly lower” 
than the union’s demand 
for at least 5.2 percent. 
Grady also said the union 
was willing to make 
“concessions” on pension 
contribution rises. But the 
union would be wrong to 

ask workers to consider 
any deal that is far from 
what are fighting for.

Negotiators in the 
UCU Left group, which 
Socialist Worker supports, 
said negotiators had 
“adopted a position of 
putting 3 percent on 
the table” to open up 
the chance of a “rapid 
resolution” of the dispute.

They added, “The 
employers are sitting on 
reserves of £44 billion. 
They can afford to meet 
our claim in full.” They 
added and that offers can’t 
be assessed “until all the 
details are confirmed”.

During strikes in 
2018 then UCU general 

secretary Sally Hunt 
tried to force through a 
rotten deal. A revolt from 
below repulsed it, which 
fed into the election of 
Grady. Yet she seems 
ready to echo Hunt.

Possible
Strikers need to organise 
to resist a bad deal again. 
It is possible to win their 
demands in full, and 
they should keep up the 
pressure to do so. So what 
would a win look like?

“We need firm 
commitments from 
the employers with 
measurable milestones 
for them to meet,” 
argued Lesley from 

Leeds university. And 
on pensions, we need 
to agree a credible 
valuation methodology. 
There is no deficit, so 
employers must pay 
any extra contributions 
that USS is claiming.”

Mark Abel, a Brighton 
university striker and a 
UCU national negotiator, 
told Socialist Worker, 
“We’re looking for 
something as binding 
as possible. We want a 
framework agreement 
with national standards 
of where the sector 
should be going.

“What we don’t want is 
something that universities 
see as optional.”London College of Communication workers picket
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